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FORECAST
Sunny and warm today and 
Wednesday. Light winds. The C ourier
HIGH AND LOW
l^w  tonight and high Wt'dnes- 
day at Kelowna 45 and 85. Of* 
ticial temperatures r e c o r d e d  
Saturday 77 and 41, Sunday 81 
and 46, and Monday 78 and 50.
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DEGAULLE BLASTS POLITICAL PARTIES
By THE CA.VADIAN PRESS
These were the world news! 
centres during the Victoria Day
FRENCH CRISIS DEEPENS
weekend:
SAN FRANCISCO. C a l i f .  
Evangelist Billy Graham agrees 
to testify before a California state 
assembly committee s t u d  ying 
pornography provided he is given 
time to prepare his testimony. He 
commend.s the committee for its 
excellent job In focusing atten­
tion to thi-s “national scandal.”
SANTA B A R B A R A .  Calif.—
Ronald Colman. 67. British-born 
actor and winner of a 1948 Acad­
emy Award for his role in Double 
Life, dies of a lung infection.
(  PANA.MA — Students riot for 
change in school affair.s; win­
dows smashed, c a rs . overturned 
and one youth killed before na­
tional guardsmen ouell demon­
stration with tear gas.
(JAINtlSVILLE. Fla.—Twenty- 
five University of Florida stu­
dents arrested after a five-hour 
riot following a crackdown on 
sale of beer to minors.
WASIUNGTOX—House of Rep­
resentatives s p a c e  committee 
unanimously approves bill setting 
up strong civilian agency to di­
rect U.S. non-military space ven­
tures. The bill now goes to the 
House for action and then to the 
Senate.
WASHINGTON — Elmer Davis,
 ̂ 68, writer, news analyst and head 
of U.S. wartime office of inform­
ation. dies.
KINGSTON—Hon. Brooke Clax- 
ton, chairman of Canada Council, 
k predicts “great spreading-out ad- 
’ vances in the practice and en­
joyment of the arts” in future as 
he receives honorary degree of 
doctor of laws at Queen's Uni­
versity graduation exercises.
OTTAWA — Squadron Leader 
R. J. Clark, formerly of Saska­
toon. crash-lands jet trainer and 
survives uninjured- Fellow pilot 
breaks back after ejection when 












PARIS (Reuters)—The National Assembly tonight voted by 
a big majority to renew the government’s emergency powers In 
Algeria, scene of a revolt by army and civilian leaders.
&
f t ;
RIOTS AND REBELLION are
causing the free world intense 
concern. LEFT above Leb­
anese citizens view wreckage 
of U.S. Information Agency
library in Tripoli after it had 
been bombed and burned. Pic­
ture to the right shows princi­
pal figures in Algerian mili­
tary-civilian junta who are de­
manding fast French action in 
Algera. They are LEFT to 
RIGHT General Salan, Brig.- 
Gen. Jacques Massu, General 
Edmond Jouhaud.
8 6  FATALITIES ACROSS CANADA
District Festivities Attract 
Thousands At W eekend
Centennial celebrations added 
festive atmosphere to the Victoria 
ST. JOHNS, Que. — Defence Day weekend all over the pro- 
Minister P e a r  k e s, addresses vince—particularly in the smaller 
graduates of the College Militaire communities—a? the weatherman 
Royal predicts chd 'of Intershrvi heaWed with sunny skies.'
ice rivalry in Canada. The serv­
ices “ can no longer afford the 
luxury of unnecessary duplica­
tion.”
STE. ANNE-de - BEAUPRE,
Que: —7 Three thousand descend­
ants of first person to receive 
healing favor from famous shrine 
of Ste. Anne-dc-Beaupre gather 
for special mass to celebrate 
300th anniversary of the event.
CARACAS. Venezuela — Rul-
Because of the celebrations 
there was not-the usual exodus of 
cars from many of the interior
centres, including Kelowna and
surrounding district. Parades, 
rodfios, beauty contests and spe­
cial centennial celebrations were 
watched
o u t----- , ----------------- .
hours on beaches, golf courses or 
fishing.
A seamen’s strike against Can
adiSn Pacific Railway steamships
. l   n i- A Rutland mah, his wife and ager, according to Canadian 
Ing junta restored to full strength daughter perished Press, had sounded the alarm
as two civilians nained to replace flames that destroyed an and advised all occupants to get
two who_^resigned in _pro est at .......................................
against m ilitarym em bers. Just­
ice minLster says crisis that burst 
Sunday is ended.
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla.—U.S. 
Army launches Jupiter rocket 
nnd recovers fullTScale nose cone 
capable of shielding a nuclear 
Warhead 4)'  ̂ hours later In At­
lantic. Apparently first Western 
ballistic weapon to solve the re­
entry challenge.
BALTIMORE-Tlm Tam wins 
$133,950 Preakness Stakes by 1% 
lengths over Lincoln Road. Silky 
Sullivan disappoints thbusands 
and winds up eighth in a field of 
12: , ,,
CASABLANCA, Morocco—Sixty- 
five persons, including eight 
children, die in explosion after 
Belgian airliner with engine 
trouble attempts emergency land­
ing and crashes into a building.
LONDON Britain rejects 
V Polnhcl Rapackl plan for atom- 
♦ free zone in central Europe but 
reserves right to present plan of 
her own along similar linos.
LONDON—Trans - Canada Air 
Lines Super-Constellation lands 
nt London niriiort to inaugurate 
now service front Vancouver. It 
stops at Winniiwg and Gni\der, 
Nfld.. completing .*>,385 ■ mile 
flight In 20 hbqrs nnd eight min- 
utos,
LONDON --  Foreign Secretary 
Selwyn Mo.vd says there now 1s 
“ real prospect” of progressing 
towards s u m m i t  eonfcrcnco 
through preliminary diplomatic 
exchanges. Believes there arc 
gocKl prospects of summit confer* 
cnee this .summer.
TUNIS — Governmeht charges 
30 French a r m o r e d vehicles 
broke out of thellr base In south­
ern Tunisia and occupied two 
posts 25 mllys away, French 
tnx>i>« I'ero been restricted to 
bnscs slnro iKrrublnK oj
^^m^^lnn village In February nnd 
foreign offire says views the 
break-out wvlh extreme gravity.
1 U  orOBTO. Portugal — Twenty- 
I"« five per.soiis die when police o|>en 
(ire on crowd during f  
slratlon for opi^sitinn Indepond 
rut candid.ate for president.
87-year-old historic landmark at 
Clinton, B.C. over the weekend.
Dead are Mr. and Mrs. Marvin 
Carl Mikkelsen, aged 28 and 26 
respectively, and their daughter 
Roxanne,. The MikkeJsens were 
cn route' home to Rutland. Mr. 
Mikkelsen had been, operating a 
sawmill, about 50 miles from 
Clinton.
Local sources said the parents 
had intended to take another 
daughter, Diaqe,. 8, back to the 
sawmill location with them. They 
apparently had decided to stay 
at the old Clinton Hotel for the 
night, and then drive on to Rut­
land the next day;
The hotel was a popular stop­
ping place during the gold rush 
days in the Cariboo' and never 
closed its doors. It i.s claimed 
to have been the pldest hotel 
west of Winnipeg.
Upon discovery of the fire in 
its early stages, the hotel man-
out, though the fire did not ap­
pear to be of serious proportions.
A check of the building after it 
was destroyed revealed that the 
Mikkelsens were missing. Their 
charred remains were found in 
the ruins. An official inquest was 
held and the remains released 
for burial, which will take place 
in the Kelowna cemetery.
First reports from . the fire 
said a trapper was missing and 
presumed burned, but these were 
discounted later.
Mr. Mikkelscn’s parents, Mr 
and Mrs. Carl Mikkelsen, reside 
in Rutland. Other relatives also 
are in the district.
Funeral for the three mernbers 
of the Mikkelsen family will be 
held Friday at 2 p.m. at the Rut­
land United Church, with the 
Kelowna Funeral Directors in 
charge.
The deaths of the Rutland fam-
prevented mainy mainland resi­
dents from visiting Vancouver Is- 
1 iq i i o u land and coast points. However, 
t  by thousands through- ^he Great NorthernJElftik.0^d.-Xg; 
t'E.C.,'^Kire (Slhertspehtmany ported 1,300 “extra”  fares while
Trans-Canada Airlines made 621 
flights daily from Vancouver to] 
Victoria as thousands took advan­
tage of the long weekend,
ACCIDENTAL DEATHS
Death took no holiday over the 
long weekend, however, as Cana­
dians died at the rate of more 
than one an hour in accidents.
At least 86 deaths were reported 
by Canadian Press for the 76 
hours frorri 6 p.m. local times 
Friday to midnight Monday.
Thirty-seven of the deaths were 
from highway crashes, resulting 
in two more deaths in this man­
ner than predicted by the Cana­
dian Highway Safety Council.
Another 35 were drowned; four 
burned to death—including three 
members of a Rutland family in 
the hotel fire at Clinton—10 died 
in other accidents which includ­
ed a shooting, a fall, an electro­
cution and a railway death.
La.st year the death toll over the 
holiday weekend was 82, includ­
ing 50 traffic deaths.
Across the' country, 21-gun sa­
lutes boomed in the provincial 
capitals and in Ottawa in tribute 
to the official birthday observ­
ance of the Queen.
FERRY TRAFFIC 
The traditional firecrackers 
had a fair play across the coun­
try, but not so much as in pre­
vious years, owing to more anti- 
firecracker legislation.
Ferry traffic across the lake 
was heavy over the lust long 
weekend before the new Okana 
Sec HOLIDAY Page 10
NATIONAL KIN CONVENTION 
WILL BE HELD HERE IN 1960
The national convention of the Association of Kinsmen 
Clubs will hold their 1960 convention in Kelowna. Invita­
tion of local Kinsmen to hold the parley over the Labor 
Day weekend, was accepted by the district five convention 
held at Courtney May 17-19.
, 'I t  is anticipated between 600-800 delegates will attend 
the parley. The national convention alternates each year 
, ,̂,]between4he. casL^ajMiUtli©»wcst.pA îimber of local-Kinsmen.-.. 
and thejr wives attended the district five convention at 
Courtney.
Court of__Canada was scheduled 
today to hear~ argument" on the 
constitutional validity of Saskat­
chewan’s controversial breath- 
analyzer legislation.
The Saskatchewan Court of Ap- 
eal ruled last Feb. 11 in a 3-1 
decision that the legislation is 
within the powers of the provin 
cial legislature.
That decision is being appealed
See FIRE Page 10
CONGRESS PROBE 
SUMMONS EATON
NEW YORK (AP)—The House 
of Representatives cornmittee 
on un-Amorican activities hhs 
. subpoenaed Canadian-born in­
dustrialist Cyrus S. Eaton to 
appear before it as a result of 
his attack on Iho United States 
internal security agencies. The 
wealthy Eaton said at his farm 
near Cleveland that he will be 
“delighted” to appear.
OTTAWA (CP)—The Supreme by E. D. Noonan of Regina,
' counsel appointed by the Saskat: 
chewan court to argue against 
the constitutional validity of the 
law.
BREATHE THROUGH TUBE
At the same time, the provin­
cial government is appealing a 
similar 3-1 judgment of the Sas- 
katchean court finding that evi­
dence taken under . the breath- 
anaiyzer test may not be ad­
mitted in evidence in prosecu­
tions under the criminal code for 
drunken or impaired driving.
The breath analyzer is a de­
vice used to indicate the amount 
of alcohol consumed. The suspect 
breathes through a tube aqd the 
sample is passed t h r o u g h  a 
chemical. The reaction registers 
the alcohol content in the breath.
The federal justice department 
is intervening in the appeal be­
fore the Supreme, Court, claim­
ing' the legislation is outside prOv-
PARIS (CP) — Premier Pierre Pfiimlin today promised 
n “victorious peace" in Algeria amid a series of swift govern­
ment moves designed to restore stability to France and head off 
Gen. Charles de Gaulle's bid for power.
The 51-year-old premier told a crisis debate fn the National 
Assembly he would take new measures to "restore the Algerian 
situation to normal within the next few days.”
Shortly before the debate, Pfiimlin announced ho would 
soon seek parliamentary authorization to strengthen the exec­
utive branch of government—a reform long advocated by 
de Gaulle.
The vote on special powers for 
Algeria is the first’ test of 
strength for Pfiimlin after the 
renewed offer by Gen. Charles de 
Gaulle Monday to assume the 
powers of the state.
The vote may not come until 
after 12 or more hours of meet­
ings and debate, and in the moodl 
of the Assembly Pfiimlin will 
likely get by.
A favorable vote would be a 
victory for Pfiimlin but hardly 
more t!ir n a minor defeat for de 
Gaulle, whose shadow'is likely to 
loom large oyer every govern­
ment activity until the Algerian 
conflict is resolved.
T he 67-year-old military leader 
bitterly attacked the parties Mon­
day, blaming the)h'T6f Trance's 
present sorry state compounded 
of rebellion by Algerian Moslem 
nationalists and defiance of civil­
ian authority by the French 
Army and French colonials in 
Algeria.
De Gaulle said he is ready to 
lay down “ to the right persons” 
the conditions under which he 
.would accept a legal grant of 
“exceptional powers for an ex­
ceptional task at an exceptional
U.S. W ill Act 
In Lebanon 
If Necessary
WASHINGTON (AP) — Stats 
Secretary Dulles said today the 
United States is not barred by 
Soviet threats froni doing its duty 
anywhere.
Hq made the statement at a- 
press eontexence.lfl discussing the 
cri.sis in Lebanon. The Soviet 
Union has i s s u e d  warnings 
against any interference in Leb­
anon’s Internal affairs.
Dulles said President Elsen* 
hower has authority under a 
Middle East policy resolution 
adopted by Congress more than 
a year ago tp act to preserve 
Lebanon’s independence and in­
tegrity if necessary and if re­
quested.
, „ I He declared Lebanon would not
" " ^ e  wartime hero and post-war have to be attacked by dnterna.
provisional pre.sident-premier d e - tional communism in order to
S ll
I :-w«
nied that he would become a dic­
tator who would undermine fund­
amental public liberties. But he 
made it clear that if he took over 
the government he would not bo 
responsible to the divided, un­
stable National Assembly.
The deputies had three nppar 
ent courses.
They could continue Id back 
Pflimiin, though this would, offer 
no immediate way out of the 
stalemate between Paris and Al­
giers. They could renounce their 
own authority by turning the pre­
mier out and a c c e p t i n g  de 
Gaulle’s terms. Or a ghaotic third 
course might, be to oust Pfiimlin 
and then refuse to accept do 
Gaulle.
Pfiimlin planned a morning 
meeting with his cabinet to de­
fine the government's position be­
fore going before the, As.sembly.
make the resolution effective. But 
he also asserted emphatically tho 
U.S. government Ig not anxious 
to have a situation develop that 
would serve as a pretext for in­
troducing U.S.' forces into tha 
area.
' " c l r d r s  Ihl, conlcnti™ .ro  APPLY CENSORSHIP
that it conflicts with provisions 
of the criminal code and deals 
with criminal law, a matter of 
exclusive federal jurisdiction.





Dies After 30 
Years
S f  ■IB
■* Wj
The request for extended emor- 
goncy powers in Algeria is re­
quired within 10 days of n new 
French government’.s formation, 
The powers, which have long 
been in force In Algeria to fight 
the rebellion, were ni)plied last 
week to France itself to combat 
n possible rightist coup for do 
Gaville,
UiKlcr the emergency powers, 
censor.shlp was applied Monday 
night to Paris offices of foreign 
news agoneles for, the first time 
In the modern liislory of peace­
time France,
SANTA B A nnA R A M it, ic p .i
Ronald Colman, British. - I ond „„wers In Algeria -  Gen.
movie star whoso dolKinnlr char- French commander-
acterlzations were known to >«'>■'in-hiof for the area — Monday 
lions for more than three decades 
In Hollywood, died Notlday nt the 
ago of 67,
A star since 1922, Colman died 
from a, lung Infection, He had 
been In ill health for about a 
year, «
An Academy Award winner In 
inifl for his role qf an egomaniac 
Shakespearean nelor In A Double 
Life, he had not been active in 
motion pictures in recent years, 
but was prominent for his radio 
and television show, Halls of Ivy, 
in which he played the part, of a 
college pifisldepl sup|K»rted by his 
wife, actress Benlta Ihime,
Known for his culturc(,l, roles,
Coliiian was much the same In 





OTTAWA (CP) — Prime,Min­
ister Dicfenbakcr today reversed, 
for the second time, the govern­
ment’s stand on submission of tho 
new Canada - U,S. air defenco 
agreement to Parliament for ap-* 
proval.
The prime Tnlnisler, In re­
sponse to opposition demands, 
informed tho Commons his ĝov­
ernment now is willing to submit 
the agreement to Parliament,
Only Monday External Affalr.4 
Minister Smith .said the agree- 
ment wo\ild not bo submlHcd.
On Jan, 4 , 'Defence Minister 
Pearkes said tho a g r e e m e n t  
would bo submitted to Parliament 
for approval ns soon ns *t was 
ready. Tho agreement was tnblcd 
Monday In the Commons by Mr. 
Smith. __ _
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . AND LOW
(OFFI(T.11L>
|•^.NT^('T«^’
PRINCE ALBERT . .
A N N U A l PET PARADE THRONGED BY KIDS
Gaily, decorafc<l '))lcyc!es added 
color to Ihe ndmeroiis entrle.s 
in tlic Annual (Jyro i ’et I'atada
nt Kelowna City Park Monday 
morning, Cheryl Daft captured 
first p iuc, with Marilyn' Wolf
nnd Knthie Ixiken ,lying for 
second. Brian Hill t<x)k third 
Wj'ilh an original aitpliine theme.
(See story pngeTfl).
Courier photo by Alice Wllishy 
—prints available.
offered to |mrdon rebellious A1 
gerian Moslems wlio surrender 
their weapons to llie army; There 
seemed no likellliood that the na 
tionallsts would acce|it. 
Meanwhile, tlie Jojnt military 
civilian committees who have 
seized power throiigliont Algeria 
solld|lied their hold, A spokesman 
in Alglr'i's announced foriuatlon 
of n 26-man idl-AIgerin “ eoinmll 
fee of public safely” to help 
Salan administer the territory.
Glasgt)w Wreck 
Injures Seventy
Gl.ASCrOW (neuters) — Moro 
than 70 iiersons. Including school 
children, were Injured today In 
the hend-oh crash of a conimuwir 
train and a freight In n narrow 
railroad culling through a hill.
The craiih occurred seven milea 
southwest of Glnsgow near. Pain- 
lev. The passeiigi'i' train waa 
jammed with 3(K) office workers 




The' jirovinclal mines deparlinenl 
has turned over lo tho municipal 
corporation of this new, mining 
town the streets, wnlerwork.s nnd 
sew\erngo syslems for the sum of 
ill, 'Die piibllo works had cost the 
Igovcinmcnt 11,500,000.
Stroke; Crisli Expected Today
ROME (AP)-Samuel Cardinal 
.Stiltch, partially paralyzed by a 
severe stroke Monday, spent « 
gowl night nnd doetora snld his 
condition hnd not worsened: Rut 
the crisis was expected some 
time torlny.
The . 70-yenr-old nrchblsho|) of 
Cluctigo early Arlohday nuffcicd a
bl(K,id clot In (ho brain that pntv 
tlally pnnilyzed hli) right Bid* and 
imjieded.hlH speech.'
A priest from Uto College ct BL 
Mary of tho Lako ««ld fho <fnrw 
Inal had not been nblo to tok« 
communion this morning. JMcBti 
from the eoltcgo kept a vlgU at 
UiQ bedside*
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Food on Bridge O p e n in g  Day 
W ill Present Serious Problem
One of the very serious problems which 
this community must face in regards to the 
bridge opening is how to feed the people 
who will be here on July 19th.
The ceremony, presumably, , will take 
place in the early afternoon. This will mean 
that two meals at least will be sought by 
most of the people present. That means that 
several thousand people will want to eat 
twice. Several thousand Is not an exaggerated 
estimate by any means as the official think­
ing, and it is based on reasonable present 
indications now, is that between thirty and 
forty thousand people %ill be here that 
afternoon.
These people will be coming to Kelowna 
in the morning from motels, hotels and cities 
in points within a hundred miles of Kelowna 
and some from even further. The program of 
entertainment which is planned and the Lions’ 
football game in the evening plus the fire­
works display at night suggests that a good 
many of tnesc visitors will stay for the eve­
ning. If this is so, it will mean two meals 
per person.
Taking the most tolerent view of the situ­
ation, it still seems impossible for the local 
restaurants to handle the crowd and people 
seeking food. This newspaper entirely agrees 
that local restaurants should have the first 
opportunity of reaping any benefits from this
business. They provide a year-round service 
and they pay taxes. However, the question is 
whether they can handle the crowds. We arc 
inclined to doubt it and wonder if this mat­
ter has ever been seriously discussed by the 
restaurant association.
Admittedly wc could be wrong, but our 
impression is that the demand for food on 
July 19th is going to much greater than our 
ordinary channels can cope with. We have 
a feeling that additional facilities are going 
to be needed.
Wc do not suggest that stalls should be 
permitted any individual or any firm who is 
interested in private gain. That is the peroga- 
tive of the restaurants. It does, however, 
jccm reasonable to suggest that the women’s 
sections of charitable organizations should 
have the opportonity of, and take advantage 
of the opportunity of raising funds and serv­
ing the public through providing additional 
food outlets.
The city council might well consider giv­
ing generous treatment to any such charitable 
organization desiring to serve food bn July 
19th. We fail to see, in view of the crowds 
which will be present and demanding service, 
how this would in any way adversely affect 
the regular restaurants who will have avail­
able all the customers they can possibly 
handle.
Taking M e d ic in e
Modern medicines are a tremendous aid 
in fighting disease—but great care should be 
taken in administering them, says St. John 
Ambulance in its home nursing training.
Medicines should never* be given without 
a doctor’s order and no one should ever pre­
scribe for himself, says St. John. Medicine 
which has been ordered for one person 
should never be used for another unless the 
doctor particularly orders it, because a medi­
cine which may be helpful to one person 
may cause great harm to another.
St. John gives ten rules for administering 
medicine by mouth:
1. Never guess what’s in an unlabelled 
bottle—read the label and the directions 
, 2. Shake the bottle well. "
3. Read the directions again, 
carefully.
4. If a glass is used, hold it at eye level 
end pour the medicine. It may be helpful to 
place the thumb at the level that the medi-
BYGONE D A Y S
10 YE.%RS AGO I 30 YE.ARS AGO
M«y. lots I M»y. 1938
W. A. C. Bennett. MLA. Tast| Ml.ss Isobel Murray, talented 
Friday sent his resignation to violinist, won the violin own
the Speaker of the Legislative 
Assembly to take effect immed 
lately, in order that he may
contest with 90 marks at the B.C, 
Musical Festival, obtaining a gold 
medal. Miss Gwen Lowery took
contest t h e  Yale by-election, first place in sight reading and 
which will be held on May 31. I'ccompaniment playing.
C. H. Jackson, returning offic-! a m
er. stated the three candidates'
had filed their pajTcrs-W. A. C.i . May.
Bennett. Progressive - Conservn-'
tive candidate; E. J. Chambers, near Norinan Days
Liberal standard-bearer, and 
L. Jones, CCF.
; home were entirely burned on 
'Monday afternoon.
50 YEARS AGO 
May, 1908
Ellison notes: We are
H. G. M. Gardiner was prts-j 
sented with a silver cigarette 
box in recognition for services^ 
rendered the Kelowna and Dis-  ̂ the Liberal g o y e ^  .
trlct War Veterans Rehabilitation the quick and business
Committee. Mr. Gardiner, who 
has been secretary of the organ-
ization since it was formed, has Veraon-Kelowna
.- 'lia b le  assistance to vet- six times a week at Hep-
erans who were discharged from
•, The presenta- from the î êw post
tion was mhdo by R. G. Ruther.lo‘«ce which is to be ca led ^ l -
............. .iadoii-s first pres- ^  ^ij-n t no doubt, but then they say
Dawson is a cold place yet It is 
20 YEARS AGO a warm town.
May, 1938 _
Probably 100,000 tomato plants 
in Glenmore, Westbank an d , the
Vernon districts will have to be " '■ ..... - .........
re-set, as a result of Thursday's! Thou art my lamp 0  Lord, t  
big storm, the strongest wlod- Samuel 22:29. 
storm in the memory of many i There is an inner light in every 
old-timers. The ferry had to miss | nun, but we can utterly obscure 
four trips. 'that light by ignoring it.
M
BIBLE BRIEF
NOT EXACTLY THE UNIFORM FOR THE SPACE AGE
OTTA'WA REPORT
P.A.s Future 
Is Promisingcine is to reach. When pouring medicine, keep the labelled side of the bottle upper­
most so that no fluid will stain the label.
5. Rccork the bottle immediately and read 
the label for the third time.
6. Add a little water to the dose of medi­
cine if so ordered.
7. Watch the patient take the medicine— 
and see that he takes it all.
8. Give a drink of water after the medicine 
unless it is a cough mixture.
9. Record the time and dosage of the medi­
cine immediately on a sheet of paper kept 
for that purpose—never trust your memory.
10. Wash the medicine glass and replace 
it with the medicine bottle 9r container.
Medicines which have been kept in the 
house for any length of time should not be 
used because many drugs change quality with 
age. They may lose their strength or become 
dangerously strong.
By RICHARD ANCO 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
By PATRICK NICHOLSON
(Specially Written for The 
Kelowna Daily Conrier)
Prince Albert: What does the 
future hold for this Star of the 
North twinkling on Saskatche­
wan’s skyline?
From the steps of the -historic 
court house, I could see the 
thriving heart of Prince Albert, 
and beyond it northward the 
challenge which faces this city.
In the foreground, broad Cen­
tral Avenue is the community’s 
main artery, along which every­
one seems to stroll in the course 
of the day, extending that friend­
ly Western greeting to eVory ac­
quaintance, which means,to.oeWf 
ly every passer. (Central Avenue 
flows past the main-stores, the 
office buildings and City Hall, 
northward to the bank of the 
North Saskatchewan River. Be­
yond lie most of the province’s 
10,000 lakes, most of the pro­
vince’s largely uncharted min- 
erail riches, and all the province’s 
unpopulated wilderness totalling 
an astonishing two-thirds of the 
whole.
Rail, road and airline bring 
passengers and freight as far as 
Prince Albert. CentraUy located
more than 2,000 in 1956 and aboutl natural gas and on dieselization between the Alberta and Mani-
his wide knowledge of the coun­
try gives force to his conviction 
that this is only a fraction of the 
power potential of the district. 
This could support mineral smel­
ters and secondary fabricating 
industries.
ROADS TO RICHES
Northward from Prince Al­
bert, new roads have been pro­
jected. Not mere transportation 
bnes, not even access routes, 
but roads intended to facilitate 
the exploration and exploitation 
of mineral riches. These , aR 
weather thoroughfares will plunge 
right through the heart if im­
mense mixed mineral deposits in 
that treasure house which we call
the Pre-Cambrian Shield.
’The prospects and aspirations 
of this North Star City Ue in 
these roads, which will fan out 
into the north from the contro­
versially-sited | bridge planned to 
cross this 'city’s northern water 
frontier. The main development 
road is planned to run north-east 
from here, then to swing north­
west to Uranium City, passing 
riches lying waiting to be tap­
ped.
Yet selfish sectional interests 
are now lobbying for another 
route as the main stem of that 
road complex. Other civic - in­
terests urge that the road should 
be driven from North Battle- 
ford, on the province’s western 
border, due north to Uranium 
City, which lies in the province’s 
north-west corner. Such a road 
would be a mere transport thor' 
oughfare, skirting the mineral 
riches, and indeed serving Al­
berta more than it would serve 
the central and eastern part of 
Saskatchewan.
P/PE




YOUR LOCAL ALLIED VAN LINES AGENTS
NOW POPUIAR PRICE *
1,800 this year. |of railways, a program that has
West Canadian Collieries Ltd., displaced the coal - using steam
B^IRM ORE, Alta. (CP) headquarters here, is \york
coal-rich Crowsnest Pass, slicing 
through the Rocky Mountains In 
southwestern Alberta, is strug­
gling for its very existence.
However, few residents in the 
several towns along the valley 
believe It Is doomed, despite the 
current depression in, the coal In­
dustry. Hit by unemployment and 
declining population, they hope 
that some day coal again will be 
in heavy demand.
A few years ago, Blairmore 
called Itself the coal capital of 
Canada. Contrary to what Is ex­
pected In a depressed area, the 
town’s mftin street bustles with 
activity—lined on one side by 
shops and stores and on the other 
by the CPR mainline.
50-BED HOSPITAL
On the western outskirts Is 
50-bed 1275.000 hospital serving 
the entire Alberta section of the 
pass. The town has five churches, 
two schools with a total of 14 
rooms, s e v e r a l  businesses, a 
1120,000 sixirts hrenn. ski run and
locomotive.
ing only one mine, at Bellevue 
four miles east, and production Is 
down to two or three days a 
week. Its GreenhlU and Adanac 
mines have suspended opera­
tions.
Layoffs have been a regular 
thing In the Pass. West Canadian 
employs only about 150 men and 
Coleman' Collieries about 200. To­
gether they employed more than 
2,400 workers in the' boom year 
of 1949.
At Fernle, B.C., at the western 
end of the Crowsnest, the city’s 
major industry—a coal m ine- 
closed down earlier this year af­
fecting some 400 men. Sorhe have 
found jobs at Michel where cok­
ing ovens are producing a qual­
ity of coal still In demand, Others 
have struck put for newer places.
John Kerr, a motol owner at 
Frank, Alta,, sums up the feel­
ing of those romoining in the 
Pass, "They s^d  these towns 
would become ghost towns 10 
years ago and they haYc been
golf course. snytng that every year, but theBut there are evidences of the „„„ ,*jn (,«,.« .nrt «k<> nnn.
slump. There are (ew young
workers around; they have left
towns are still hero and the peo­
ple are still here.”
Ho admits the entire valley is,  .  I » Am I m o  ♦ o ' i  ' t t H l i l l V ? *  I l l * '  I I I l i R l f .  V R U f j^ lT  I f
r  u n HK u '’supping" and says the coal in
dustry needs government assist- 
ance, Other industries-lumber, a 
stool smelter, natural gas pro-
hide the fact the town is In diffl 
cult times. Coal tnlno.i in the
area have svisoended onerations.
■Tho plnnts-r-could be the'an-
and tp the dreams of old-tlmora.
from po.st-wat of m an y n , E. Alxiuasafy of ColeJ
4,000 in each town t__«UgUtU additional Industrtca
are needed to supplement revon 
uos from the dociining coal trade.
Mining officials blame the de­
cline on competition from oil and
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Alberta production of coal last 
year hit its lowest point since 
1912. About 3,175,000 tons of coal 
was mined compared with the 
record in 1949 of more than 
8.600,000.
FEDERAL ASSISTANCE
The federal government this 
year Increased assistance in the 
export of Alberta and British Col­
umbia coal to a maximum of $4 
a ton from $2.25 to meet .com­
petition from Asian countries, the 
United States and Russia in the 
Japanese market,
William Bird, general manager 
of West Canadian, says the In­
creased government subvention 
is "bound to do good,’’ Japanese 
delegations have recently visited 
the Pass to investigate posslbili- 
ties of u.sing Alberta soft coal in 
Japan’s steel industry.
"One possible difficulty is that 
an economic recession In Japan 
mrty restrict general coal pur­
chases,’’ he warns. "Even so, the 
additional f o d e r a I a.sslstance 
helps in keeping Japanese buyers 
interested and in stimulating Ca­
nadian coal operators in their ef­
forts to sell,"
There nfe other reasons for 
hope in the Pb.ss. 'The lumber In­
dustry is g r o w i n g  here, a 
$15,000,000 gas procosslng plant 
rhay bo built by Weatcoast Trans- 
mls.sion Co, Ltd, Near Coleman, 
Investigations are proceeding for 
po.Mslblo development of a $5,000,- 
000 steel .smelter by French In­
terests, and gas fields to the 
north and south are providing 
employment-
toba boundaries, the city is stra­
tegically poised to provide the! 
bridgehead for northward ad­
vance. Meanwhile, it is the hub] 
of sixty-three rail routes fan­
ning out to lonely grain elevators,] 
and the terminus for northward- 
probing young air services. 
FUTURE BEYOND THE FARM]
Last week the city’s largest in­
dustry was officially opened, a 
rheat-processlng plant operated 
by Burns & Co. Ltd., replacing a 
smaller cattle and hog disassem­
bly line destroyed by fire. ’The 
significance of the new plant’s 
as yet unused larger capacity is 
that thi.s Is based on the pre­
sumption that the next ten years I 
will see mixed farming double 
in the Prince Albert country. Aren 
farmers are largely settlors 
from central Europe; these are 
not satisfied to grow wheat only,] 
and they are blessed with chil­
dren who want to stay pn the] 
land. This Indicates a substantial 
growth in the numbers of cows | 
and pigs bred and fed locally.
But this "Captain of the Nor-| 
thorn ’Two-Thirda" looks for­
ward to more than ground steak I 
and pork sausages. The twin 
keys to open Prince Albert’s 
northward and forward looking] 
doors are minerals and rivers.
Plans are afoot to develop, east] 
of Prince Albert, a power dam 
which would match the capacity] 
of the bettor-konwn South Sas­
katchewan dam project. This 11 
was told by Mr. J. E. Lusslor, 
once northern Saskatchewan's 
famous "Flying Magistrate"; and






’The recent 1058 beautification 
campaign sponsored by the Kel­
owna Jaycee* proved to bo the 
mo.Ht Successful ever, and wc 
contribute its success mainly to 
the wonderful coverage given by 
the Dally Courier in their api>eal 
to thb citizens of Kelowna to sui>- 
|Kirt the tdfsli of a "bright Kel­
owna In this B.C.’i Centennial 
Year."




1 would be pleased if you 
would publish thin letter in your 
fine paper.
Kelowna is fnmoua for Its 
water Show, its clean streets and 
the now lake bridge. Now it can 
boast as having the lowest sal­
ary scale for teaphers m the 
province.
Yes on the surface Kelowna Is
For your contrlbutkm to this a fine city, but UndSrnonth, the 
campaign, wu, the members of story is somewhat different.
the Ketdwnn Jaycee*, wish tp 
sincerely thank you. and the 
member* of your staff.
Your* truly, 
KEI-OWNA JUNIoh 
CHAMDER OF COMMERCE 
' T. Burnett,
Publicity Chairmat^
Teacher* and most oilier cm 
plnyeos of this city seem to have 
one thing In common. Both rc 
celve salaries way lielow their 





PAPER IS M I S ^
Phone your carrier first 
Then If your Courier is not 
delivered by 7.00 p.m.
JUST TELEPHONE
RUDY'S TA XI 
2610
I
And n copy will bo 
deipatched to you nt once
rtiU  tpedal delivery s ^ le e  
h  available nightly between 
7:00 p.m. and 7>30 p.m.
the world-famous
\
Now  enloy tlio world'o ooatlloot 
tobnoooa — lho  m oat m odorn  
f l l t o r a t  tho nodr popular priool
World-fnmoufl Crnvon “ A ”  cl]garett«8 
givo you a/f you’ve been lookli\g for in 
n cigarette —  a t Uio new popular pricb,
N o  other filter drawfl bo eftflily . . . 
Bmokoa bo cleanly . . .  lota you enjoy 
\ no mqch flavour.
'N o  other tobnccon givo you no much 
richno8H. . ,  mildnoBa and rore smoking 
pIon»ure.
,^nd yet you pay no piore for thla pre­
mium quality, Switch to Craven 
cigoreltea todayl '
G U A R A N T E E
Wo guarnntoo that 
Craven ”A’’ 
cigaretiM at the neW 
popular price are 
of the t a r n  fu l l  
welgfU and tame fine 
q u a l i ty  a* a lw ^ .
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Plasis Moving Ahead For Staging 
O M nding Ice Frolic July 18
THE DAILY COURIER
TUES., MAY 20, 1558
Plans arc inovin.'j ahead for the 
of an outstanding ice 
frolic hcrc^on Ju ly ' 18, which, 
arena commission members arc 
booing, will be aUendod by 
Princess Margaret,
HRH is scheduled to officially 
oocn the L«̂ kc Okanagan bridge 
the following day, Mrs, Jean 
RiPoss Beaton wilt again be con-, 
ducting the summer figure 
skating school for the second 
consecutive year. It will be at­
tended by 70 top-ranking figure 
skaters from all points of the Pa-
noints are experts in their own 
field, and many of them stage 
their own ice h'olics,
VISITING CALIFORNIA
' I
ALTERATIONS UNDER WAY AT AQUATIC
} Part of $22,000 being spent by
IKelowna Aquatic A.ssociation
and
renovations is to provide 900 
extra seats where tea room was 
: ituated. New tea room under
construction is shown here in 
background behind hundreds f 
tulips in full bloom.
(Courier staff photo — prints 
available)
Okanagan University Students 
Capture 12 Graduating Awards
I Twelve winners of scholarships, 
fellowships, medals or prizes and 
P3 graduates was the record for 
4he Okanagan and Mainline sec­
tions of the B.C. interior as 
'University of B.C. graduation 
Lsts were announced last week.
' Heading the 12 winners was 
Sidney Wayne Hubble of Kelowna 
who won the Rhodes Scholarship 
lor the year. This wa.s announced 
Several weeks ago.
I Other award winners were;
(B.A.l B. Ed., second class; John 
Michael Tail (B.A.) B. Ed., sec­
ond class; Margaret Ursula Mc­
Cormick, B, Ed., second class; 
Freddie Gene Claggett, B.A. Sc., 
second class; Glen Arthur Gib- 
bard, B.A. Sc., honors; Norman 
Joseph Gri, B.A. Sc., second 
class.
LUMBY — Donald Robert 
Moor, B.A., (second class honors 
in philosophy).
NOTCH HILL — Carol Eileen
Thomas Alfred Nordtrom. Arm- Eliabelh Goudie, B. Sc., second
>
ftrong: the Association of Pro- essional Engineers Gold Medal 
and the Athlone Scholarship.
} Robert Charles Brooke, Chase; 
the H. R. MacMillan prize in 
forestry ($100) for heading grad­
uating class for the B.S.F. de- 
jgree;
Vera Elsie May Cross, Kaleden; 
pTie Dr. Maxwell A. Cameron 
Memorial Medals and prizes 
I $50 each) for heading the grad­
uating class for the bachelor of 
education degree.
John Frank Kluck, Penticton; 
University Graduate Scholarship, 
$200 (for graduate study and re­
search).
Leslie James Parmley, Pentic­
ton: Timber Preservers Ltd.
prizes (best plans and specifica­
tions of a structure of treated 
timber): Merit award, $15.
Robert S. Roger. Penticton: 
Athlone Scholarship (United King­
dom Government).
Alan Gerald Dent, Sqinmer- 
land: Canadian Forest Products 
Ltd. prizes. $100 each (general 
proficiency in forest engineering.)
Eugene Egcrt. Vernon: Ger­
man government book prizes 
(proficiency in German).
Herbert James Thorburn, Ver­
non: Timber Preserves Ltd. third 
prize, $30.
Charles Richard Kuhn, Vernon: 
H. C. LcPatourel Fellowship in 
hospital pharmacy (for hospital 
pharmacy internship) $500.
/Richard B. Smith. Vernon; Na­
tional Research Council student­
ship $1,200.
RECEIVING DEGREES
Conferring of degrees on grad­
uates—1,104 in number all told- 
will take place today and Wed 
nesday 'at UBC’s forty-third an­
nual spring congregation, which 
nlso marks the fiftieth annivers- 
nry of the granting of the UBC 
charter. ,
Honorary degrees also will be 
conferred on nine persons. ALso 
during the congregation, Dean 
Kalman Roller, director of the 
Sopron division of the faculty of 
forestry, will present 28 Hun­
garian students to Chancellor A. 
E. Grauer for degrees today.
On the hoods of the Hungarian 
students, next to the green cord 
of the forestry faculty, will be a 
cord of red and while, the color.s 
of the Hungarian nation. Their 
diplomas will read bachelor of 
science in fore.str,Y with the 
words ••cttulvnlont to graduate 
forest engineer from Sopron UnL 
versily, Hungary," added.
Oknnagan-Mainllno grads to 
receive their degrees will be: 
ARMSTRONG — Thomas Alfred 
Nordstrom, B.A.Sc., honors; Jan 
Clemson, IVS.A,. second class, 
BEAVERDELL -  David Me 
Clary Johnson, R,A,, second 
cla.s.s,
CHASE — Robert Charles 
Brooke, TJ’S.F., honors.
ENDERRY — Donald Morse 
Davison. B.A, Sc,, second class 
ORINDROD — Edward Herbert 
Karras. B.P. E,, second class, 
KALEDEN — Vera Elsie May 
Coss. n, Ed.i first class; Joanna 
Margaret Farmer, ILS,.A., see 
ond class.
RAMLOOra -  Balrlck Donald 
iDohm, B.A,. second class; David 
Alexander Arnott, 11, Sc., pass 
Jane Constaitee Wonnacolt, B 
Sc , second class; IhuUtlpU Mor 
clli (B.A » I'.L. B . m\ss; Henry 
..H iroshi Wakabaynshl, BA. Sc. 
second cclass; Bruce Everton 
Spencer. B.A, Sc., .second class 
George Tatelshl. B,A, Se,. second 
• class; Eric Sidney Webber, B. 
Com., pass; Arthur Charles Jef­
frey. B.A. Sc,, iiecond class 
(North Kamloops).
KEI,OWNA - Sl.lney Wayne 
Hubtile, li.A. 1 first ela.ss' lioaurs 
sn hl:)tory and evoiuiialVs'; Alber 
Gogol, B A , s»‘cI)IhI class; John 
Uiehahl Irwin, IIA . second 
.'lass; Gvvendy hfiirtiighl Lainoiii, 
B.Al, iccond class; ilarhiira Ann 
l.andor, B A . second , class; 
Richard Ronalrt Schritn, ILA-. 
»««s  ̂ David HeRrjr Campbell
class.
NARAMATA — Jeffrey Douglas 
Burton, M.D., secopd class.
OLIVER — John Arthur Boone, 
(second class honors in zoology); 
Edward Harry Bowering, B.A. 
McMaster), B. Ed., second class; 
Donald Humphrey Irving (B.A. 
McMaster), B Ed., second class; 
Robert James Shannon (B.A.), 
B. Ed., second class; Richard
PERON WILL RETURN
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, Domini 
can Republic (AP) -  Juan D , this summer.
expects the July 18 show to be 
one of the most outstanding ice 
frolics ever staged in Western 
Canada.
Ice will be put back into the 
arena the third week in June.
Downton, who also holds the 
oost of Aquatic manager, left on 
Friday for California for a brief 
holiday. He will also take time 
out to line up talent for the
Russia 71 years ago and cama 
to Canada with her first husband 
and one son in 1910. had resided 
in Regina for the i>ast 12 years, 
where her husband was employ­
ed. U|Hin his retirement, they 
decided to come to Kclow/\a to 
reside.
Predeceased bv her first hus- 
jband, William Grams, in Lang, 
iSask.. in I928. she leaves, besides 
I Mr. Batke. four sons and four 
.daugluers. They are: Rev. A. J. 
iC'irams, Three Hills. Alta.: Fred 
iGrams. Vancouver: Leon Grams,
the number trkiiv: part in swim-1 The aqu ’tio will also hire a
ming classes it will be necessary !competent .instructor from UBC ^''' u
to engage eight lifeguards, jwho will also assist lifc.guards a
Several improvements a r eland give instruction to the local! L '‘■'V’ I'*'")'- A.
planned to the swimming ixHil, I .swim club, . , _̂‘'Uh Dickson, Moose Jaw,
iWcvburn, Sask. Sixteen grand- 
I children and one great-grandchild 
jalso are left, as well as two sis­
ters and one brother, Mis. Hillar, 
j Yellowgrass, Sask,. and Mr.s.
; Julia Grams and William Jastcr,
I both of Morris, Man. 
j Dav's Funeral Service Ltd.,
LUMBY — The 45th crowning gratefully of the honor conferred arrangements.______
upon her, and expressed the hope |
of making a worthy contribution! BRIGHTLINGSE.A, Eng. (CP) 
in the centennial celebrations. IBill Osborne bought an 80-ycar- 
Jim Inglis and Dickey McLeod old fishing smack for a shilling 
presented the Queen with the} in this Essex town. He will break 
ring of her office. . jit up in hopes of finding a sov-
A program of may cere-jcrcign buried in her woodwork,
monial. folk and square dancing]an old smack-building custom, 
following was successfully
Lumby Holds Successful 
Queen-Crowning Ceremony
cific Northwest as well as from!of the Lumby May Queen took 
the prairies. place under the m ost pleasing
All the skaters from outside auspices in the community park.
The ceremony was prcceedcd 
by a procession headed by maj­
orettes, the school band, and a 
company of Cubs carrying their
Arena manager Perev Downton decorated cars came the
___ A.. Ai » A - A i . rn t i rm c r  Ajjtfxr»n F̂ ^mmc
o J J , Downton said he would be seeing
Peron said Monday he is ready! Irene McDonald, who reeentlv
to return to Argentina as soon as 
his followers give him the signal. 
Presumably he would return soon
won the U.S. ladies’ open diving 
championship. Kelowna is Miss 
McDonald’s "adopted" home.
OSOYOOS — George Oliver 
Nielsen. B.A. Sc., second class.
PENTICTON — Ellis George 
Lindsay <B.A.), B.S. W., second 
class; Jonathan Harold Tribe, 
B.A., second class; Wilma 
Maureen Unwin, B.A.. second 
class; Leslie James Parmley. 
B.A. Sc., second class; Robert 
Stewart Roger, B.A. Sc., second 
class; Marie Rose Pcllicano, B. 
Com., second class: John Frank 
Kluck, B.A. Sc., first class.
REVELSTOKE — Neil Arthur 
Wood, B.A. Sc., pass.
SALMON ARM — William Pdo- 
kop (B.A.), B.S.W., second class;. 
Gwenda Katherine Lloyd, B.A:, 
second class; Edwina Mary Aten, 
B.H.E., second class; Jack Mar­
shall Forbes, B.A. Sc., second 
class; George Stephen Hayne, 
B.A. Sc., pass; Allan Ross MUti- 
more, B.A. Sc., pass.
SUMMERLAND — Kenneth Le- 
Roy Brawner (B.A.), LL.B., sec-
after the Argentine Congress ap-i^°^'^ McKinley will again pro- 
proves a proposed law granting 
him amnesty and allowing his 
party to operate openly.
WAS YOUNGEST JUDGE
duee the aqua rhythm show at 
this year’s water show slated for 
August 12-16.
Meanwhile the aquatic this 
week launched a major member­
ship drive. Due to the added
operating the aquatic, 
coupled with the fact major al- 
. •'■o^r'gcst terations are planned to the dress- 
"  ̂ rnmri- ing rooms, Downton said it is
♦i,-. C-nminal Court bench necessary the membership cam- 
m this province, died in hospital paign be successful. Tickets arc 
Monday night. He was sworn in again being handled by the 
f ̂  lifter working; aquatic ladies' auxiliary,
for 20 years as a Montreal lavv-i He said a capable staff of life-
retiring Quee  Doris Knutsvik 
and her attendants followed by 
the Queen-elect, Miss Patsy 
Adams along with her attend­
ants. Sally Patrick and Sherrie 
Dyck. Her flower girls were 
Patsy James and Shirley Inglis.
The page boys were Dicky Mc­
Leod and Jim Inglis
Following was an attractive dis­
play of decorated doll buggies 
and tricycles. The primary 
scholars were all dressed in at­
tractive Indian costumes, which 
was an outstanding feature in the 
procession. Most of the element­
ary scholars were in decorative 
costumes.
On arrival in the park, Mrs.
J. L. Gallon, jvresident of the 
Women’s Institutf- under whose 
auspices the May Queen event is 
held, opened the iirocccdings by 
extending a welcome to all. N. R.
Pat Duke expressed the good I Funeral service was held this 
wishes of the viyage com m is-jiDoi'ning for Mrs. Gustine Batke, 
sioners, and H. L. Shantz, MLAlwho died at Rcvclstoke suddenly 
on behalf of the B.C. Government I while cn route to Kelowna to 
conveyed their good wishes. j make her home here.
The retiring Queen then crown-1 Rev. E. W. Riogcl officiated 
ed the new Queen, and gave'at the final rites at the Evangel- 
thanks for the support given hcrjical Brethren Church and at the 
throughout the year, and appeal-1graveside where burial took place
cur-1
ried through. i
Prizes were awarded for the ! 
best dressed dolls’ buggie and j 
tricycle. For the best dressed | 
buggie. Dale Morrison; 2nd,! 
Vicky Tull. For the best dressed | 
tricycle, Robert Ahern, 2, Janice' 
jFellingham; 3, Billy Price. |
There was a large attendance; 
of adults, and refreshments were 




swearing in ceremony! guards have been lined up, and led for similar support for heriat the Kelowna cemetery. 
tooK place J;eb. 17, 1950. due to the anticipated increase, in successor. The Queen spoke I Mrs. Batke, who was born
Bedford Bennett, M.D., second ond class; Alan Gerald Dent, 
class. 'B.A. Sc., second class;
SCORE LATE-COMERS
University Players' Cast 
Gives Pleasing Performance
By ALICE WINSBY
For a number of years the UBC 
Players have been bringing good 
theatrical presentations to Kel- 
Qjvna. This year’s production of 
’The Importance of Being Earn­
est” at the Empress Theatre on 
Saturday night was no exception.
With a plot so thin as to be al­
most transparent, Oscar Wilde’s 
satirical comedy of 19th century 
society presents a challenge to 
professionals. The youthful var­
sity players captured one vital 
essential to the play, which is 
the affectation of the times.
Native son Richard Irwin did 
the home town proud with his 
understandings of the charAchter 
of John Worthing, J.P., and gave 
a thoroughly satisfying i>erform- 
ance. One of the nicest comic 
touches in the production was 
Richard’s handling of the mourn­
ing scene, when he introduced a 
lovely piece of business with , a 
handkerchief.
John Madill as Algernon Mon- 
crleff turned in a nice perform­
ance, bi(t lost a little I felt with 
rapid speech. His appearance 
was ideal and he captured the 
quality of his role nicely.
A charming little lady, JJar]- 
orie GHbnrt, who was well cast 
and very pleasing to behold, por­
trayed the Hon. Gwendolyn Fair­
fax. Her costumes were beaiitiful 
and she showed a great deal of 
stage presence, viartlculnrly when 
faced with a slight mishap over 
a piece of cake. Costume people 
would do well to provide her with 
a few pcttlclats, however, ns the 
audience was treated to a leg 
show at one (joint |n the show 
which would have been unthink­
able in Queen Victoria’s day.
Valerie Dowling played Aunt 
Augusta, and achieved the Wng- 
nnrinn vocal tone required, ad­
mirably. She had a good comic 
sen.se, but her innke-up and very 
often her youthful animation Iw- 
licd the dowager role she was at­
tempting.
Tills was not triio of Miss 
Prism, plnycd by Nntqlie Vcincr, 
who handled her old-maid jinrt 
skillfully and convincingly, and 
her make-up was excellent. 
Another elderly role was lieniill- 
fully done by Bill Gordon as the 
ancient butler, Merrlmnn. 1 par­
ticularly liked his slight shaking 
of the silver salver with the, ague 
of age.
, A sweet little ml.s.s, Pamela 
Rutledge, played Cecily Cardew, 
and was enchanting, despite a 
ma)(c-up job which I considered 
poor, and even unflattering, 
leaving a great deal to be de- 
slrwl too was Martin Bartlett's 
make-up, which was blotchy, to 
say tile least. His |x»rtrnyal of the 
Itev. Canon Chasuble, on  ̂ the 
other hand wfis admirable, ,
n ie  mnmervant r.uiie, played 
by Jim Laker was a Very pleas­
ing character, and the actor 
made the most of a minor^ role, 
De-splle itje obvious restrictions 
of a stage much smaller, than 
ih t cast waa accustomed to, and
unfamiliar properties, (these 
were rounded up locally by Ro- 
tarians who sponsored the group) 
the cast maintained the swift 
pace so vital to-a comedy.
I blushed for more than a few 
latecomers who were still waneV 
ering in 15 minutes after curtain 
time, and although the drapes 
didn’t part for nine minutes after 
the stated time, these inconsider- 
atacs couldn’t have known it 
would be late. This is rudeness 
in the extreme, and a failing 
which runs a close second to the 
luke-warmth of a lot of the ap. 
plause proffered by -Kelowna 
audiences. A great deal of work 
goes into good entertainment, 
and while I know you have paid 
your money and don’t have to 
clap, remember please, that very 
seldom does any of the ’’gate” 
go to those who have entertained 
you.
When next we have visitors of 
the calibre the UBC players at­
tained, please try to show your 
appreciation. Give the home 
towners a little more too.
Canberra, the capital city of 
Australia, is a planned city de 
signed by a Chicago architect
iAllrS SAUItS
" I  called you, Fran, hecauM 






^  GIVE YOUR 
SHIRTS
I'he Best of Care




1555 Ellis Ph. 22S5
s/ngle men.:, mam'eds too...
w
the young fn heart... bridegrooms hew...
atstand't>9




W« Huy Anylllin , 
VERNON RD. 3 M^LEfl OITJT
On one-way*, throughways, shake-you-blnck- 
and-bluc-ways, wbether you drive a 'chuggô * or 
tlie botteat thing on rubber, Sbell haO the right 
gnaoliiie for you .
For high conifiro.sflion cara, cbooao Super Shell 
ond you’ll feel the dilTerenco! For all other cara, 
cboo.se low coat, high octane Sbell Gnaoline—you’ll 
got the performance you expect to find only in 
prepiii/m  fubla. ' ,
And both Super Shell and-Shell Gaaollnp have 
TCP* . . . the patented additive designed t,<J 
overcome the harpriful effecta of engine depoaitfl.
•.S’/iW/’* Trade Mark for Ihia urilque ga$pline addiliae dn>rloptd by 
,^hell ltf»rarch. VatrnUd 1955




By W. BEAVER-JOXES 
(rincb bilUnr for George lugJU)
Boat Shopping 
Has W rinkles
ProwUne eround the boat baaln over the holiday weekend, 
we noticed a lot ^  people were Interested In buying either 
new or second-hand hosts.
If you are in the market lor a boat, make sure you buy 
the correct one to fill your personal needs. What do you Intend 
to use the boat for—lithlna. cruising, pleasure trips, water 
akiing, trallerlng or car travelling.
On what kind of water will it be used-sheltered or open, large:
Boats divide into two general groups, displacement hulls andi 
plaiuiig hulls. There's a big difference in performance between
Displacement Ixjat.s are, designed to run through the water.
Thev’ll go only so fust, rcgardlc.ss of how much j^wer you tise.
Planing hulls are designed to run on top of the watcr._ Tnc 
bottom gradually flattens to a broad, flat stern. Most runabout.Sj Little League swings
and utility boats are of this tyfie. With the right outboard motor! action sharp at 6:15 p.in. 
thev will climb out of the water as speed increases and lev^o ifi tonight when Mayor R. F. 
to skim the surface. Most modern pleasure craft arc p lying boats parkm son tosses in the first 
—the main reason for the great popularity of boating t o d a y . ------------------------------------------
There are two basic types of hull construction—smooth sided i 
or carvel built, and lapstrakc or clinlfbr built. In carvel built 
boats the frames are set up first and the siding planks added. Mold-| 
cd and plywood, aluminum, fibreglass and other plastics arci
used in 'th is  type of construction ,
In lapstrakc built boats, the siding boards overlap, the framing j 
being added after the sides arc complete. These boats are usually j
* '̂ '̂^^Eop^a*rount for your boat. Talk to experienced boat builders 1 
and nauUcal friends. Do a little hulFhumplng and get a demon- 
Btration ride if you can. Just remember that some boats are good 
in some waters; some arc good in others. It comes down to your 
personal choice and pocketbook.
GEORGE INGLIS SPORTS EDITOR
Tl’ES., MAY 20, 1958 THE D.AILY COUBIER
LITTIE LEAGUE SWINGS INTO AQION
GEORGE INGLIS ON HOLIDAYS
ball, raising the curtain on this 
year’s four-team schedule that 
will sec each team play 
18 games. A B O V E  photo
shows members of the four 
teams — Willow Inn. Lions, 
Bruce Paige and the Legion. 
At least a dozen fathers are
still urgently needed by the 
league to assist in an admin* 
istration capacity. All games 
are played at Recreation Park.
If you have • budget problem, then look to a used boat— 
but look carefully. I auggeat the following check bePBre you buy;
1 Run the boat to too that It handles to your satisfaction.
2! Haul It out and check the bottom for “hooks” or large 
Indentations caused by Improper weight distribution during 
storage. “ Ilooka” cause poor performance.
3. Look for nail sickness. Symptoms are rust spots or 
aireaks. If It look bad, chances are you’ll have to refasten
the whole boat. , „
4. Check for dry rot. Look In enclosed spaces, under floor 
boards, decks, etc. If wood Is soft and crumbly when scraped 
with a thumbnail, screwdriver or knife, you’ve got dry rot.
5. Perhaps the best place to look for wear and lark of 
care Is where the hull fastens to the transom.
Princeton Humbles Mighty 
Orioles; Clip Nightcap 6-3
forced Schaeffer into a weak pop 




Penticton Queen’s Park R^n
gers defeated Kelowna Hotspurs | DETROIT (AP' — The three 
3-2 in a soccer match played at ^iurviving members of Detroit 
the Peach City Sunday. [Tigers’ 1907 first pennant-winning
.Nine minutes after the gamei'^**'^ the Hall of
started, the Kelowna goalie Tirners baseballA A A a. 1 « at • (VdtWA nf X)»*«rvr«c* OS ' Iout to gather a loose ball, fum-
Hall O f Fame 
M em bers W ill 
A ttend Fete
cumbing to a Charley horse he 
came back to finish the game on 
the mound.
Yet another highlight came 
when Oriole coach Tostenson 
sprung two pinchhitters—Schaef­
fer and Wickenheiser—in the 
final stanza to try to even the
bled and gave Gyorfi, Penticton 
centre forward, a wide open goal 
to shoot at. Five minutes later 
Pete Bulatovich booted the ball 
into his own goal to give Rangers 
a 2-0 lead. At the 37 minute mark 
Derek Beardsell finished off a 
, , , . . . . . fine play by Wiebe with a hard
Inglesby went two and half in- ,,,,0  ̂ lower left hand cor-
nings for Kelowna in his first ner of the net. 
pitching duty this season, fac ing ; The third goal for Penticton 
two and walking five. ITireo ^ much disputed pen-
walks and two errors helped give j,jjy Despite all protests Gyorfi 
Royals their first inning edge of
game at Briggs Stadium June 28.
President Harvey R. Hansen 
said ’Ty Cobb. Sam Crawford and 
Davey Jones all replied t h e y  
would attend the celebration.
Crawford and Cobb are mem­
bers of baseball’s Hall of Fame.
Free End
Staodfl^Paft
Every sportsman should know 
something about ropes and knots, 
especially if he expects to do any 
boating this summer. ’There are 
three kinds of ropes used by boat­
men—manilla, cotton and nylon.
Manilla, strong and low-priced, 
is  used more on the larger boats; 
nylon, twice as strong as manilla, ^  
is also a “big boat” rope, and is ^  
propably more popular among the W 
boating fraternity. Cotton rope at m  
. the same time is used quite ex- M
• tensively, but if you use it for p
• tying down while trailer travel- !
[ Jing, be sure to check it every few 
. miles—it’s very stretchy!
The illustrations show the cor­
rect way of making a line fast 
to a cleat and to a pile. When 
using a cleat, the half hitch whith 
completes the fastening should 
«be taken with the free part of the 
■ line. The line can then be c a s t;
‘ off without taking up slack on 
what is known as the standing 
part.
’The clover hitch is one of the 
surest ties for mooring your boat, 
and always looks very nautical.
Its two loops may be dropped 
oyer the top of a pile or timber 
instead of being wound around, and the knot brought up snug by 
pulling on the standing end of the line.
’The illustrations here are self explanatory—but should you 
have trouble practising these knots, the nearest Scout or Cub will 
show you how!
ByNORMGOTRO 
Daily Courier Staff Writer
Who says man can’t travel in lofty realms of space?
From away down deep out of the heavy atmosphere of a 
cellar, an carthbound team sneered at all the philospohers and 
pundits Sunday, and, floundering bravely through the chains 
that bound them, humbled a high altitude rocket in its o w n  bail-1 score with Jablonski on first.
IWick. 1--------------------------------------------
Beset by crummy fielding, but trying hard to support brand 
new hurler Bob Lund, Princeton Royals won the nine-frame 
nightcap of a doubleheader at Elks Stadium here against the 
mighty Kelowna Orioles, 6-3.
They dropped the seven-inning starter to the champs, 11-5, 
when the field failed to uphold another new moundsman, George 
Van Schilling. ' _
The first win gave Orioles eight consecutive wins to retain 
top place in OMBL play. The nightcap gave Royals their first 
win this season, after dropping eight around the circuit.
In the preliminary, Prince- fact Oriole pitcher Schaeffer and
left fielder Campbell clobbered
FmE<ri
■N
2-0. Two more walks and an er 
ror aided their colleijtion of two 
more runs in the third.
Lund walked 12, fanned six, hit 
one, but allowed only five hits 
in 31 Kelowna times at bat. Den- 
bow walked only one, struck out 
five, hit two and gave up seven 
bits in 30 Princeton times at bat, 
in six and a half innings.
More Sport On 
Page 10
ton started out strong, but soon 
blew up in the field and con­
tinued to show poor support, un­
til hurler Van Schilling lost heart 
and threw away the ball game. 
He allowed 15 hits, for 11 runs, 
m 31 Oriole times at bat.
Errors and lack lustre field­
ing did the rest coupled with the
FIRST GAME
AB R H PO A E
6 18 11
Weekend skippers should make sure they have plenty of 
line attaehed to their anchor. In moderate weather, a safe 
ratio of anchor line to depth of water is aix-to-one. In other 
words, if you anchor in ten feet of water. Mxty feet of line is 
the proper length. Mind you, if your boat la fairly light and 
there’s little wind or current, half that will do. Not overMght, 
though. Or if the boat is left unattended.
PRINCETON
Cade, ss 
K. Cousins, 2b 
Pinske, c 
Ceccon, cf 
V. Schilling, p 
Lund, rf 




Ito, ss ’ 4 1 0 0 2
Tostenson, lb  4 2 3 5 1
Campbell, If- 4 2 2 2 0
Martino, cf 3 2 1 1 0
Fritz. 2b 3 1 1 3  3
Jablonski, rf 3 2 2 2 0
Culos. 3b 3 0 2 0 0
Radies, c 4 0 1 8 . 1
Schaeffer, p 3 1 3  0 8
31 11 15 21 15 
SCORE BY INNINGS 
Princeton 000 130 2— 6 6
Kelowna 005 402 x—11 15
CAHA Wants 
"Sugar Daddy
TORONTO (CP) — The Cana-proposed j a u n t  to Czechoslo-
Few things look more sloppy than a rope or line whose ends 
have been allowed to unravel or fray Into “cows" tails. Ends 
should always be protected b y , back-spllclng or whipping. Back 
splicing is"a bit tricky, if you’ve never don it before, but whipping 
is simply binding about an inch of the rope near the end with a 
fine cord. Ideal for this purixise is a spare piece of heavy fi.sh liae. 
1 use a nylon rope and I’ll pass on a tip my brother gave me a 
couple of years ago. Unravel the ends of the nylon rope about 
half an inch and open into a “ powder puff” shape. Then light a 
match and sot fire to,the ends. You might have to use two or three 
matches. After the. ends have melted, dab them on a stone, 
but be careful you don’t burn your hand. The ends will bake 
hard and will never unravel.
SUMMARY
WP—Schaeffer (7); LP—Van 
Schilling (6); AB—Off Schaeffer 
25; Off Van Schilling 15; Runs 
Off Schaeffer 6, Off Van Schil­
ling 11; BB—Van Schilling 4, 
Schaeffer 4; SO—Schaeffer 7, 
Van Schilling 2; DP—Ito to Fritz 
to Tostenson (6th inning); ER— 
Kelowna 10, Princeton 4; PB— 
Kelowna 1; LB—Princeton 6, 
Kelowna 8; Umpire.s—Schlosscr 
and Dawes; Scorer—Gotro.
BASEBALL DATA
By THE'ASSOCIATED PRESS 




















kce Braves—homered. doubled 
and singled, and drove in two 
runs In Milwaukee’s 12-lnnlng 4.3 
victory over Cincclnnatl Redlegs.
P i t c h i n g ;  Don McMahon, 
Braves — pitched 3 1-3 scoreless 
relief innings to receive credit 
for victory ns Braves nipped Red- 




G. Cousins, rf 5
pinske, c 2
Ceccon, cf 4
Van Schilling, If 3 
R, Lund, p 5
Anderson, lb 5
K, Cousins, 2b 3
Sarfeh, 3b
AB R H PO A E






AB R II Pet.
103 19 49 .476 
laya. San Fran 128 31 52 . 406 
-Crowe, Cincinnati 68 7 25 .368 
''fiptMcer, San Finn 127 23 43 .339 
Walls. Chicago 130 25 44 .338 
Runs—Mays, 31.
Runs batted In—Spencer, 31. . 
Illta-M ays, 52,
Doubirs—Honk, Cincinnati, 14. 
Trlplea—Mays, 5.
Home runa — Thomas, Pitts­
burgh, 12. <
ptelen bases—T. Taylor, Chlc-
JMfb. 9 . •
„ lltebinc — Spuhn, Milwaukee,
«-0. 1.000.
Htrlkroiiia—Gomez, San Fran- 
cl.sco, 40..
83 15 31 .37.1 
67 9 25 . 373 
117 20 43 .368
American I.eague






Runs—Cerv, Kansas City, 26. 
Runf batted in-<-Cerv, 30. 
Illla—Kuenn, 43.
Double*—Kuenn, 12.










New York 6 Washington 5 
Chicago 3 Cleveland 2 
Boston 7-3 Baltimore 4-5 
Detroit 3 Kansas City 4 
National League 
Philadelphia 4 Pittsburgh 3 
San Francisco 9 Chicago 4 
St. Louis 10 Ixis Angelos 1 
Milwaukee 5 Cincinnati 1 
International League 
Toronto 5 Buffalo 2 
Rochester 4 Montreal 4 (tie, call­
ed after 10 innings)
Miami 3 Coinmbis 7 
Havana 9 Richmond 7 
Sunday
> American I.eague ,
New york 5-3 Washington 2-0
Clevelnnil 7-10 Ciilcago 4-6
Boston 8 Baltimore 4 
Kansas City 2 Detroit 0 
National League
o Francisco 7-4 Chicago 3-0
Angeles 5-4
Cincinnati 11 Mllwmikce 7 
InternaBonal League ' 
Toronto 4-6 Buffalo, 2-3 
Montreal 5-6 Rochester 44 
Miami 5-4 Columlnis 2-1 
Havana 2-2 Richmond, 0-8
0 0 0 
6 1 0 
5 0 0 
2 0 1 
0 8 0 
0 10 0 0
0 3 2 0
1 0 0 0
circuit clouts in the third and 
fourth stanzas.
Campbell also secured a two- 
bagger and accounted for four 
runs all told. Schaeffer account­
ed for two earned runs and hit 
three times out of three. Tosten­
son got credit for two two-base 
hits and Jablonski added an­
other.
GOOD FORM
Schaeffer pitched a fine game 
allowing only 25 at bats, fanning 
seven, walking four and yield­
ing only six hits. Van Schilling 
fanned two, walked four and 
secured one singleton for him­
self.
Other Royals collecting single 
hits were Keith Cousins, Cade, 
Cesson and Lund. Ceccon, who 
played better ball in centre field 
than almost anybody else on 
the southern squad, collected a 
homer in the fifth, getting cre­
dit for three of his team’s four 
earned runs. .
By the time the nightcap was 
ready for trial. Orioles were so 
fond of the high altitude of con­
tinued success, they were just 
about taking it for granted they 
would soon hav6 ninq straight 
wins to their credit.
The over - confidence proved 
tlieir undoing a n d  although 
Princeton continued to show bad 
play in the garden and infield, 
they allowed the league leaders 
only three runs—all earned—in 
the third frame, and then, they 
were all earned by one m a n -  
athletic Greg Jablonski, who 
smeared the horsehide over deep 
right fencing for a four-bagger, 
driving in Tostenson and Mar 
tino. Martino had doubled earl­
ier.
ORIOLE MISTAKES
Royals got a lot of help from 
seven Orioles errors committed 
by lto^(2), Martino. Fritz, Culos, 
RadicS and Renbow. In both 
games, Princeton collected only 
four errors while Kelowna’s to­
tal was 10.
In the second game. Royals tal­
lied through Cade and Pinske In 
the first; Pinske and Van Schil­
ling in the second; Lund In the 
fifth; jn d  Ceccon In the eighth 
Highlight of the nightcap was
dian Amateur Hockey Association 
is looking for someone with the 
nucleus of a world-beating ama­
teur hockey club and the finan­
cial resources to send it to far­
away places. The association has 
just the spot for the team—the 
world championships at Prague 
next spring.
The CAHA won’t have long to 
wait. An “angel” from the Allan 
Cup champion Belleville McFar­
lands likely will be in the wings 
today when the association’s five- 
day apnual meeting reconvenes 
after a one - day interruption 
while delegates went on a sight­
seeing trip.
One thing is certain about the
Babe Ruth Ball 
Loop Schedule
Following is the Babe Ruth Lea­
gue schedule which gets under­
way Wednesday evening. 
Wednesday, May 21 
Red Sox vs Dodgers 
Friday, May 23 
Red Sox vs Yankees 
Wednesday, May 28 
Yankees vs Dodgers 
Friday, May 30 
Red Sox vs Dodgers 
Wednesday, June 4 
Yankees vs Red Sox 
Friday, June 6 
Dodgers vs Yankees 
Wednesday, June 11 
Dodges vs Red Sox 
Friday, June 13 
Red Sox vs Yankees 
Wednesday, June 18 
Yankees vs Dodgers 
Friday, June 20 
Dodgers vs Red Sox 
Wednesday, June 25 
Yankees vs Red Sox 
Friday, June 27 
Dodgers vs Yankees 
Wednesday, .luly 2 
Red Sox vs Dodgers 
Friday, July 4 
Dodgers vs Yankees 
Wednesday, July 9 
Yankees vs Red Sox 
COACHES
Red Sox: B. Radies, 
bow, R. Campbell, R, 
helser.
Yankees: B. Martino, B. Inglcs- 
by, J. Culos, G. Jablonski. 
Doclgers: L. Schaefer, F. Fritz,
vakia: the sponsor must be will­
ing to pick up the whole tab, esti­
mated at $80,000. The CAHA is 
on record as saying it will not 
underwrite any part of the pro­
ject because it hasn’t the money 
for such things.
Delegates were unanimous on 
t h e s e  conditions Sunday iwhen 
they also decided that a team 
would be sent on a one-week tour 
of Russia next November. Repre­
sentation at the 1960 w i n t e r  
Olympic games at Squaw Valley, 
Calif., also is definite, although 
a committee will be appointed to 
decide how the team’s expenses 
are to be financed.
The CAHA is expected, to con­
tribute about $10,000 to the Olym  ̂
pic h o c k e y  team’s expenses, 
thanks to the 20-day eight-game 
tour of Ontario and Quebec cities 
by a Russian team last year. The 
CAHA, which sponsored the first 
North American appearance of a 
Soviet hockey team, showed a 
profit of $22,321 on the deal. 
COSTS MINOR 
About $12,000 of this will be 
spent to fly Canada’s team to 
Russia. CAHA Secretary - Man­
ager George Dudley of Midland, 
Ont., told Sundai^’s meeting that 
the remainder of the money 
likely would be earmarked for 
the Olympic games trip.
The world champion Whitby 
Dunlops and three other teams 
are expected to bid for the Rus­
sian trip. The others are the 
Belleville McFarlands: Kelowna 
Packers, Allan Cup finalists this 
year, and Kitchener - Waterloo 
Dutchmen who lost 2-0 to the 
Russians In the 1956 Olympic 
games at Cortina, Italy.
converted the kick to give Pen­
ticton a 3-1 half-time lead.
In the second half, Irwin Mil­
ler, Spurs right winger, replac­
ed M. Turk in goal, and the team j 
played with ten men until Pol-| 
man and Edingcr were sent offi 
for rough play. Even though' 
short handed, Spurs managed to 
come through with'the only goal! 
ol the second half when Rokus! 
beat the goalie with a fine shot[ 
in the upper left hand corner.
Kelowna: Bazzana, Bulatovich, 
Heinzelmann, Polman, Wiebe, 
Miller. Rokus, Lomax, Crowther, 
Beardsell.
Penticton; Dewhurst, Larson, 
Field, McLaren, M. Zandvliet, 
Conway. Edinger, Gyorfi, A. 
Zandcvlict, Osborne, sub. R. Mc­
Laren.
Next game; Hutspurs vs Lum- 






Taken by our photographer. 
It is easy to get souvenir 
photos of the tin e you were in 
the news. Send them to your 
friends or put them In your 
album.
Large Glossy 6H x 8 ^  
Only $1.00
No Phone Orders Please
Order at" the Business Office
. The Daily Courier
tf
A 3,380-foot bridge between the 
island port of Tromso and the 
Norwegian mainland is to be 
completed In 1960.
i im e tf
OIM iRARA
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
J. Den- 
Wicken-
tho courage displayed by Lund 
in the seventh, when, after sue-K, Ito, H. To.stcnson.
Phoenix 
Vancouver 





UalUngt Andy Patko, M^lwau-i Portland
PCL Htandlnga
,W L Pel. GbI
22 15 .595 8 
2014.588 
18 14 .565 Ui, 
17 16 M5 3
14 16 .467 4H
15 19 ,441 5 'i 
14 20 ,412 6'ii 
11 17 ,333 6f
34 • 6 8 27 15 1
KELOWNA
Ito. ss 2 0 0 2 1 2
Tostenson, 3b 3 1 0 9 2 0
Campboll, If 5 0 0 0 0 0
Martino, cf 4 1 2 2 0 1
Fritz, 21) 4 0 0 4 4 1
.Inbliinskl, rf 3 1 2 2 0 0
Culos. 3b 2 0 0 0 2 1
Radies, c 3 0 1 8 0 1
Wickenheiser, ph 1 0 0 0 0 0
Inglesby, p 1 0 0 0 3 0
Denbnw. p 2 0 0 0 7  
.Schaeffer, ph 1 0 0 0 0
31 3 5 27 19. 
SCORE BY INNINGS 
Princeton 202 010 010-6 8 
Kelowna , 003 006 000-3 5 
SUMMARY 
WP- Lund (9); , T.P-lnglesby 
12'-,i; IP-Deiihow lO'yi; AH 
Iiind 31, Inglesliy 4. Denlniw 30; 
HO—I.uiri 5,. Iniilesby 1, Den 
lieiW 7; Sac—Cade (5th inning); 
RO—l.und 3,. Inglesliy 4, Den 
Imw 2; BB-I,un<l 12, Ingle.sby 5, 
Denlxiw 1; SO- I.iiiVd 0, Inglesby 
2. DciiIkiw 5t n P —I,und 1. Den 
Ikiw 2; LR~ Kelowna 3, Prince­
ton 3; • I.B-^l'rlnceton 13, Kcl 
ownn ■ 15; \ Uiiiplres—Sohlosser 
and Dawe.s;' Scnrer—Goiro. ,
MONDAY'S FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATI-T) PRESS
New Yor|k -Mlekey Clnwforil, 
151 *'j. Rngliiaw, Mich,, out|>otn1e<i 
Andy FiKueroa, 153̂ 4, New York. 
10.................... , ' ■ , ,
I.aa Vegan-Zora Follev, ,198, 
ChajHllei. Ariz , out|W>ml<‘d Art 








I  ^ T .  ^ f T O N
528 BERNARD A»r;.
• STREAMLINE PAPER WORK 
• CUT DOWN ON ERRORS AND OMISSIONS 
• CUT COSTS AND INCREASE EFFICIENCY
Your CN-CP comfnunicoflon ipetlollil will ba 
glad lo explain lha application of fW Talatypo 
to your offico automation programme. 
Coll your qeorait Talegroph office.
C A N A D IA N ^ W
PACIFIC S E R V IC E
/
East Kelowna W .!. Donates 
$25 To Ambulance Fund
EAST KELOWNA -  The >m- 
bulancc fund bcncfitt;;d to the 
tunc of S25 00 as a i>csult of the 
action taken by the East Kel­
owna Women’s Auxuiary. A 
che<iue for this amount has b'u^n I treasurer, 
forwarded to the Kelowna fire
of the Parent-Teacchers Assoc'u-, 
t'on was held in the Community 
Mall w'ith the president nresidin*. j 
The minutes were read and thej 




chief^ Charles Pettman, 
At last week's meeting
INVERNESS. SeoUnnd (Reu-I 
— The bie hunt is on to-| 
‘ Nessie." the t e r r i b l e .
a con­
siderable amount of corresoond- 
ence was dealt with, including a 
letter of thanks from the Uni­
tarian Service Committee for a 
carton of new and used clothing, 
including baby garments which 
had arrived safely 
Mr.s. W. Fairweathcr who was 
delegate to the South /Ikanagan 
and Similkameen rally, gave a 
very interesting reixirt of the 
proceedings
■ The ambulance fifnd was dis­
cussed and a cheque for $25 was 
sent to the fire chief.
Convener rejxirts were given 
on the recently held plant and 
bulb sale. The president expre.s- 
.sed her thanks to members for 
their gift.s and help, also to resi­
dents for their generous gifts of 
plant.s. This year's sale was an 
outstanding success.
Mrs. D. Evans will leave on 
May 24 for Vancouver where she 
will attend as delegate to the pro­
vincial conference. Resolutions 
to be presented at the conference 
were dealt with. Thy received 
full support of the meeting. The 
member’s summer picnic was 
discussed but Ihi.s matter was 
tabled for the next meeting. Tea 
hoste.sscs were Mrs. H. A. Port­
er and Mrs. B. Riches.
The provincial conference, in 
our Centennial year, will be an 
exciting and worthwhile meeting. 
Mrs. Keith Rand, of Port Wil­
liam,s Nova Scotia, will be the 
guest speaker at the compli­
mentary banquet given by the 
provincial government on May 
28. The WI centennial cook book 
will be on sale. There will be 
several interesting speakers and 
panel discussions, one on insect 
pests around the home, another 
on the integration of Indian Wo­
men and another on cultural 
activities in the rural areas.
Mrs. D. Evans was appointed 
lUcnd the council meeting in j for
Kelowna Tuesday la.st A d i s c u s - m o n s t e r  of Loch 
Sion took place on the dissatis- », ^ **
A '.summer-long search Ix-gan 
Ci-hivil ni frift ” |this week to determine whether
vircr. Committee chairmen are 
P. Stirling. Mrs. VV. Eairweathei, I 
E. Holit^ki, J. Hrynyk, M. Hall-i 
man. J. Weisbeck, L. Souer and 1 
;G. Porter.
I The president reported that 
1957 wa.s a .successful year of 
service to the community w’ith a 
satisfactory record of mainten­
ance and improvement to the 
hall. Further plans for alterations 
were discussed during the meet­
ing.
Members of the local Girl
Quldc association attended thej 
Guide and Brownie tea, held ini 
the Anglican Parish Hall.
Harry Middleton, Jim Mac­
Donald and Brian Porter attend­
ed the Patrol Leaders confer­
ence.
Hugh Borrett, from the Uni­
versity of British Columbia, spent 
last weekend at the home of his 
parent.*, Mr. and Mrs. R. F. 
Borrett.
I Pooley was enrolled as a Brownie 
Sand presented with her pin.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Porter wcrcl Kelowna Brownie »pack, Adair 
Ncls Swinton of . Merritt. Jack 
Stocks of Penticton and Jgck 
Scrivener, also of Penticcton. The 
visitors were tjclcgates to the 
Scout conference held in Kel­
owna.
The Red Rose patrol of the 
East Kelowna Girl Guides spent 
the weekend in camp at Canyon 
Creek, The girls were accomp­
anied by Mrs, S. D. Dyson and 
Miss P. Dyson.
David Price, a student at the 
University of British Columbia, 
spent the weekend at home with 
his parents, Mr. and M rs.'S. D. 
Price.
Mrs. R. W. Rogers with her 
daughter Mrs. E, Storgaard.
! spent a few days tvl the Coast 
i last week where they visited a 
• Vancouver member of the family 
Weekend guests at the home of I At a meeting of the first East who is at present a patient in
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Pearson Ho.spital,
Brian Porter wn.s among K& 
ovvnB High School musicians wh 
attended the School Band an 
Orchestra conference in Vancov 
ver during the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. E, Malcn hav 
returned from the Shuswof 
1 where they spent a few day 
i fishing.
announced there will be openi"ing the waters of the lake here, • J or if Ncssic is just somethinghouse in the new school Wednes-,^^^^^ Scottish ho-
day. May 21 at 2 p^m. All summer busi-
and others interested are invited i 
to attend. Mis.s TreadgoM of Kê  ̂ ^
owna w 11 show films pertaining ...
to children who will be a tte n d in g  ^BC. frogmen with » fcn v a te r 
school in September. Icameras probed the ake in the
Afternoon tea wiU be served; « f / ‘nding the elu.Mvecrea^ 
at a nominal fee succeeded only in giv-
A fence is to be built around 
the school by local volunteer 
help.
A social hour followed when re­
freshments were served.
ing viewers a 50-minute show of 
murky water, Nessic wasn’t | 
around.
But the BBC wasn’t discour­
aged. Camera men plan to re­
sume the search later this year 
Wednesday last was a bu.sy day i—this time with the aid of the 
at the baby clinic, which was!Royal Navy and radar, 
hfld in the community hall. Mrs.' Me a n w h i l e  several amateur 
D. Evans assisted the nurse. iScottish frogmen are planning a
.  '.*enrch of their own next month, 
which was ar- underwater soarchlamps to
ranged by he local peer into the 7,50-feet-deep lake,
an outstanding f  | The owner of a local fi.sh hatch-wish to extend the r thanks to all,
for their generosity. 'mission to set off explosions at
Svmpathv is extended to Mrs. the edge of the lake in the hope 
A. 'Zioglcr' and Mrs, T Bach- of bringing Nesaie to the sui:- 
mann in the recent passing of face.
their mother. Mrs. M. J. Moser. | But most Scots are willing to
lri.sk betting a few pennies that 
Congratulations to Mis.s Bar-|the monster will be as much a 
bara Allison Bailey on her ever after the search,
nation from the Royal Columbian | Legends of the monster are 
Hospital. New Westminster. Bar-ipp^t^ries old and dozens of per­
sons have* rcDorted spotting itbara was awarded the Royal
Columbian Hospital department gut cyn-
of anaesthesia prize for POst them from south of
aesthetic recovery room nursing, England-scoff that
iNessie is nothing more than a 
PLANE SHATTERED kig fish.
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)—| tjjc strongest evidence so far
The regular monthly
A navy photo reconnaissance support of the much-disputed 
plane smashed to bits on the At­
lantic Ocean beach near here Fri­
day after colliding with a navy_____
jet. Three were known dead and sie and raced alongside it in his 
meeting'a fourth is listed as missing. car as it swam up the loch.
creature comes from Dr. Rich­
ard Synge, a Nobel Prize-winning 
scientist who says he saw Nes-
M N l*  TAKE CHANCES!
'*'in'.;’
rtRllinC M AKE MEAT
AMD WEAR PAaO RS
O f  prabhmt of locfo/s krakes.
Im a g b f p rn m m  yottr h m J  egomif a  broiit drum at 
tnciy im t f  cm heyri
Tk« h M t gwMWaled b  tuth that It could male* a cheap 
b rd i*  Nnfa>g eomplatoly v m I*m  after one fast stop! 
Ilciyb««tot brah* Kninof or# *p*«!ally m ad* to resist 
heat and weor— for your safely.
MT A flO M H ifl 
MANI CMKK 
TANI CAR TO 
YOVR
CANADA'S BfST-RNOWN AND LAROSST-SRUNO BRARI UMNO
ROBBED OF $1,200
TORONTO (CP)—An unmasked 
man armed with a double-bar­
relled shotgun held up a down­
town Yonge Street branch of the 
Canadian Bank of Commerce Fri­
day and disappeared into a crowd 
of shoppers with $1,200.
"lo t’s go fishing this weekend!”
WITH A NEW TARE-ALONG
SBA-HORSB
Every Sea-horse "Take-along" is packed with ramous, 
dependable Johnson power—portable as your 
suit case. Put one in the car trunk and it's 
always ready to power you out where the 
big ones lurk as soon as you reach 
water’s edge. The quick starting, easy 
operating Johnson "Take-alongs” are 
the world’s finest portable motors. They 
slow, troll with'nevcr a stall. Sec them 
and all e/evfn new Sea-horses from 3 to 
50 h.p. Ask your Johnson dealer about 
convenient terms...he’s listed in your 
% telephone book yellow pages.
1*̂ four thrilling "T«ke-»lons" models M*, li(hur,
10  h ,p .  TVa h .p .  5*/j h .p .  3  h .p .
$58.5.00 $.720.00 $280.00 $195,00
All honfpi'-^tr u.n.t , raita, m Lamiaa.
Saitt and Str*lct £vtrywhtri 
, ' Zon* prices slightly higher In same etreets
JO H N S O N  M O T O R S  irmaBOROPOB gamada
East Kelowna 
W .l. Members 
Attend Rally
EAST KELOWNA — Members 
of the Women’s Institute drove to 
Oliver last week to attend the 
South Okanagan and Similka­
meen district rally.
At the . conclusion of the day’s 
business, pictures were shown by 
Mrs. J. E. Blackey, with travel­
ogue by Mrs. S. E. Gummow 
superintendent of the B.C. Wo­
men’s Institute. .
Films showed highlights of the 
Associated Countrywomen’s glob­
al tour to the World Conference 
in Columbo, Ceylon..
Depicted were scenes of Cey 
Ion and New Zealand, including 
the lovely city of Auckland. Mrs. 
Gummow described this city as 
spreading over many miles of 
hills and the narrow section of 
land that separates two oceans. 
The tide is two hours later on 
one side than the other. Also 
shown was the beautiful Maori 
Hall with its replica of Maori 
villages, The pictures were 
thoroughly enjoyed by all. .
E. Blackburne was appointed 
president of the East Community 
Hall association at a recent 
meeting.
Other officers are H. Cox, sec­
retary; Arthur Rogers, troas-
o a
'A.'.
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Royallte Servlc* Ph. 6877
BE SMART SHOP AT
MACK'S
GROCERY 
For All Your Needs 
In
GROCERIES - ME,\TS 
DRUGS
ESSO DEALERS
REID’S COR. PH. 6570
24 HOUR




Texaco Service Station 














•REID’S COE. PH. 3104









Groceries • Meats - Fruits 
and Vegetables 








Pete and Emily Selzler
GROCERIES -  GAS — OIL
School Supplies, Novelties 
FREE DELIVERY
PHONE 4367 
R.R. 1 Kelowna, B.C.
Mrs. F. Kitsch, Glenmore
1 Jo h n so n  HOHKEK
TREADGOLD SPORTING GOODS











W c feature n wide vuriely 













District merchants are entitled to the support of the
•*
citizens. They are established here, pay heavy taxes and 
oft-times assume more than their share of the responsi­
bilities of citizenship. The money that comes over their 
counters stays in the community, unlike that which 
goes to the out-of-tovm merchant, which usually goes 
to someone who has nothing at stake in the community.
t
By buying from your district merchants you are work­
ing for the advancement of your own community, for 
the money he has to spend is spent where he is estab­
lished and where his interests are. On the other hand, 
if you patronize some outside concern which does not 
give a rap about the community, you are lacking in 
loyalty to the community in which you live.
VERNON Rd.
$ 2 3 4 .0 0  in  MERCHANDISE o r SERVICE
See If Your Name Is In One Of These Advertisements
This Page is a weekly feature of The Kelowna Daily Courier for a 26-week period 
and there will appear in the advertisements each week the names and addresses 
of three people living in Kelowna and district. Read the advertisements carefully 
and if you find your name, clip out the advertisement in which you found your 
name and present it within one week along with a sales slip to the advertising 
manager of The Kelowna Daily Courier office, showing that goods or services have 
been purchased from any one of the advertisers on this page and you will receive 
absolutely free a $3.00 order to be spent for merchandise or services with one of 
the advertisers on this page. Winner must advise which advertiser they wish tn 
•pend the $3.00 order with.
Patronize The Business Firms On This Page
P E A C H  L A N  D
YOUR
DISTRICT MERCHANT 
IS A MEMBER 
OF THE COMMUNITY 
HE DESERVES 
YOUR SUPPORT
YOUR CAR IS A BIG 
INVESTMENT 
Give it the attention it de­








4 9 c ,. We Boll nnd repair
Ty -^RADIOS 
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES












on your old motor. 
tVFiaTBANK rhon* 80-8-5350
T
Give the Famllg ‘
« Treat Out at the
Wi:.STBANK GRILL 
' < rhone 80-8-5573
12 VFAR8 IN BUBlNIiisS 




O U R  S I.O G A N  IS  
“ E V E R Y H U N G  F O R  




m ill  D IN G  S U P P U IK S  
Ph. Sn 8 -5 5 6 4
GROCERIES 














By First Class Mtchanlcs 
TIRES -  B.ATTERIES
C. P. Ncufcld, Prop. .
Northway Service
Home Dealers 





Just Before Reid’a Comer
Phone 3812
See Sue for Savings 




Vernon Rd. Phone 7474
Drive in and Fill Up 
With
New Blue Chevron Suprenie 
Sec The Difference 





Vernon and Rutland Road 
GAS — OIL — REPAIRS
WINFIELD
GROCERY - MEATS 
DRYGOODS 
GAS - OIL







•  GROCERIES 
•  MEATS 
•  FRUITS 




Your Bargain Store ' 




G h s m
On the Vernon Ilnnd 
At Woodo Lake 
PHONE 2.502
Civic Music Assn. 
Announce M eeting  k-
HITHER AND YON
VISITING ’iv n  D.MJCTlTEn 
for r*’»out t"'i thys in Vr-n- 
■•or Mrs. John A. Trcwhitt, 
an St.
President Dr. W. Anduson • 
will pre.side at the incet-
infi of the Kelowna and District 
Civic Music Association on Wed­
nesday, May 21, which will be 
held at 8 p.m. in the Board room 
of the Okanagan Regional Lib- 
rafy.
Mrs. Arma Davis of Los Am 
geles, wc.stern supervisor of Civic 
Music will be present for the 
meeting and will discuss plans 
for the coming fall drive. Last 
season there were 621 members 
in Kelowna and district and it is 
hoped to increase this number 
to the Empress Theatre caiiacity, 
which will allow for a few more.
Past members as well as others 
interested in concerts are invited 
to attend the meeting at which 
there will be election of officei's 
for the ensuing year. The fifth 
year of Civic Music in Kelowna 
will be marked this season, and 
your supjwrt will ensure the con­
tinuance of this cultural activity 
in the community. DR. W. F. ANDERSON
A COAST HOLIDAY . . . was 
enjoyed recently by Mr. and Mrs, 
F, A. Jtnnson. where they visited 
their daughter. Mr. Manson re­
turned after a week, and Mrs. 
Manson journeyed to Bellingham 
where she visited friends. Wed; 
end guests at the Manson home 
were Mrs. Manson’s brother and 
sistcr»in-lnw. Mr. and Mrs. J. J. 
Smith of Vancouver.
KOOTENAY HOLID.AY . . . 
Mr. Dave Jeffrey with his par­
ents and party who are visiting 
from Scotland, spent the week 
.end holiday travelling to Nelson. 
Spokane, and Grand Coulee Dam.
HOLIDAY AT HOME . . . Mr. 
John Logie spent the weekend 
holiday with his parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. James Logie.
HOME FOR THE. WEEKEND 
. , . from St. Paul's Hospital, 
where she is nursing, was Miss 
Wendy Martin.
MR. AND MRS. McCAUGH- 
ERTY . . . had their daughter. 
Miss Arlene home from Vancou­
ver General Hospital, where she 
nurses, and a friend. Miss Wendy 
Wilson of V'ancouver, tor the 
holiday. ____
J
- - V  " ' j i ' '
'■ 'v riS
Sl’lCED Butterscotch Bread, 
prepared a day in advance,
IOCS w'^l as a bie.ikf.ist treat 
u‘ a lundu'on dessert with jam.
ALICE WINSBY Women’s Editor
Directing Summer Fashion Shows
Busy planning the two big 
summer fashion shows ^to bo 
held at the Aquatic tomorrow, 
ore those members of the 
Ladies Au.xiliary. Mrs. Stanley
Beardmorc, tea convenor, Mrs. 
George Daft, co-convenor of the 
fashion shows, Mrs. Kenneth 
Wilson, publicity, and Mrs. J. 
P. F'ortin, co-convenor fashion
shows, have arranged a morn­
ing coffee party fashion dis­
play, and another in the eve­
ning.
MARY HAWORTH'S MAIL
Boss's Formality Irks Secretary 
Who'd Rather Be A "Family Friend"
DEAR MARY HAWORTH: I 
v/ould like your opinion on the 
following: I work as secretary 
to a man of moderate success 
ond comfortable income. My job 
has some importance in its field, 
ai)d carries responsibilities. So 
nWich for background.
I find myself quietly annoyed 
wlien my boss, in speaking of his 
wife to me, invariably refers to 
her as MRS. Brown. I have met 
her on numerous occasions, have 
been entertained in their home
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Try To Make Your House Reflect 
The Fresh Beauty Of Springtime
LET'S EAT .
Make Spiced Butterscotch Bread 
A Day Ahead For Super Brunch
If you prefer a brunch bread nutmeg. ''4 t.'̂ p. iwwdercd l>asil 
that can be baked a day in ad- and ’4 c. chopped parsley. Bdcnd 
vancc. here's a new loaf from thei until smooth, 
test kitchen. Form into balls containing 1
All measurements are level; ' tbsp. each. Dust with (lour, 
recipes proportioned to serve 4-6; Brown in 3 tbsp. fat. .Add 1 c.
Spicfd Butterscotch Bread: | hot w ater and tsp. beef broth
Sift together 3 e. already-sifted; powder.
enriched flour, I ' 4 tsp. double; Cover: simmer 35 min. Turn 
acting baking jKiwder, *4 fsp. I o£,c;,sion;,ny. Add a little more 
salt and "4 tsp. each giound 1 jf j^eccssary.
ground ginger and baking Serve with brown sauce mad®
, , from the pan juices.
Beat 2 eggs in a mixing Iwwl.
Calgary Woman 
■Named Advisor To;ST'
ki , • ___I 1 Gradually blend in I 'z  c. light
N 3 l  1 0 0 3 1  L l u r 3 r v  i brown sugar. Add ’3 c. melted
. butter or margarine and =>4
— TAWA (CP) -  Appointment: ^tir in the Hour ^  V h
s. Frank H. F ish of Calgary l^i^Turc alternately with 14 c. j ^ ^
OT
of Mrs ........
to the advisory council of the Na-j enough to
tional Library of Canada was i„^n.(fionts. f t
nounced today by Ctizenship Min-j Turn into a well-oiled, lightly ^4  
ister Ellen F'airclough. j floured 9x3-in. loaf pan, '*•'
Mrs. FTsh, a graduate of Mc-| j in a moderate oven
SALAD TRICK OF THE CHEP
1 Boil 3-in. lengths of celery un- 
: til tender. While hot, marinat® 
with not-sweel French dressing, 
minced parsley* 
on tossed lettuce. ’
POT-POURRI
cautiously employed in the social 
arena, when speaking to profes­
sional associates, casual social 
acquaintances, etc., is “my wif6." 
The third or cordially intimate 
mode of reference, used in the 
inner circles of family and close 
friends is (let’s say) "Bessie.”
, , In fairness to Mr. Brown, I 
think you must concede that you 
aren’t in fact a member of the 
Browns’ inner circle, but rather 
a business acquaintance of his; 
the girt who does his office work.
several times, and she always!Therefore, I feel you ought to let 
uses her first name when speak-ihim be the judge of just how close 
ing to me on the telephone. !he feels to you; and that you 
I can’t help feeling that this shouldn’t be hurt simply because
ht.s manner implies that his wife 
is, to him, a person to be wrapt 
in reserve, in a world apart from 
his office routine.—M.H.
LONGS TO HELP '
BUT LACKS MEANS 
■ DEAR MARY HAWORTH: I 
.am a girl, 24, unrnarried, with a 
brother in his third year at col- 
DEAR A.M.: The boss is be-1lege, and a sister who wants to 
ag a bit stuffy, perhaps; but he|-'’l‘)rt. college next year. I have 
jS .still more right than wrong, in apartment, so
■’ my opinion, in customarily desig- are high; but my father
his wife as Mrs. Brown,
puts me in the servant class, 
that he is talking down to me. 
(I don’t speak this way to the 
charwoman who cleans my: apart- 
Hment.) What do you think? Is it 
a foolish notion on my part?— 
A.B.
BOSS IS BEING 
A BIT STUFFY
By ALICE WINSBY
Here’s a kitchen hint from a 
pharmacist’s wife. When you 
are measuring liquids, hold the 
measuring cup so it is at eye- 
level so you can be sure you have 
the full amount needed.
Remember the fashion shows 
tomorrow are among the nicest 
attractions at the Aquatic apart 
from the Regatta. Summer wear 
will be featured, so you can safe­
ly wear that new sack.
Want to use an egg to thicken 
sauce? Then count on it having 
the same amount of thickening 
ability as a tablespoon of flour.
Civic Music concerts have 
brought some wonderful enter­
tainment to members in Our town. 
Why don’t you attend the meeting 
tomorrow night if you like good 
concerts? There is no admission 
charge for the. meeting.
rating
when he mentions her to the 
office, help.
Undeniably you are being 
stuffy, too, and showing a twinge 
of inferiority complex, in feeling 
snubbed by his habitually formal 
reference to MRS. Brown,—oven 
granting that it is a Victorianism 
on his part that indicates you 
haven’t attained to the status of 
family friend (in his book).
According to the old school 
tradition of genteel manners, a 
gentleman permits himself throe 
gradations of reference, when 
designating hi.s wife. The formal 
reference, usually employed 
when conferring with tradesmen, 
servants and such is Mrs. Doakes
With intermediate
WHERE'S JUNIOR?
go to summer school this sum- 
n-'cr, and thus graduate a year 
earlier, as he can’t afford to keep 
two children in college at once.
I have a willing heart, and 
gladly would help if I could— 
hut I somehow can’t find an extra 
job, for my evenings and Satur­
days. 1 have an office job, five 
days a week, that pays me just 
about enough to take care of my- 
telf. Your advice wil be much 
appreciated.—E.M,
LEARN TO TAKE 
STRESS IN STRIDE 
DEAR E.M.: It you can find 
an extra job that makes it pos­
sible to help your brother through
______ summer school, that’s great, flut
reference,'if you can't, then be thankful that 
'you are helping your folks in 
'another , way—by taking care of 
yourself financially. That’s a sub­
stantial contribution to the situ­
ation.
When times are hard, it Is 
sensible to learn to take stresses 
In stride, not torturing yourself 
alxiut things you can't change, 
ilavo you heard Marian Ander­
son’s reverent recording of the 
siiiritual: “He Holds the Whole 
World In Hi.s Hand.s’’? It i.s a call 
to faith. If, you wore to put the 
whole world in God’s hands, 
fifpii'atlvely, and pray for His 
guidance in meeting your family’s 
needs, d o p r s to opportunity 
might open wide.-M.H,
2 B IE W




•  Foams th in g  cdor right 
inm  your hair!
B Washes right Oiit u ith  
your shampoo!
• Looks so natural it's 




today. . .  il'a > 
tho l̂ nbuloua 
foam Utat‘8 
fun.faatand 





TRIVANDRUM, India (Rcu 
ters)—Tlie Communl.st party con 
firmed It.s slim command of tho 
Kerala state legislature Monday 
when its candidate in a byolcc- 
tion defeated a Congress party 
eandidutc—the nearest rival—by 
ihore than 6,000 votes, Tho Com- 
Iminists how liave 64 Seats In the 
126-seat state assembly.
U n d e r w o o d
t h e  o n l y  t y p e w r i t e r s
Uei\'-Joo£li
We are indebted to the Bakery, 
Foods Foundation of Canada for 
the following story which every 
mother will enjoy, and which 
should give pleasure Jtp .others.
Have, you ever wondered"why, 
there is such a demand for bak­
er’s cakes? We can’t resist re­
telling this story which was feat­
ured some time ago in “Today’s 
Woman” , a popular woman’s 
magazine.
HOW TO BAKE A CAKE
Light oven. Grease pan. Crack 
nuts. Get out bowl, spoons ingred­
ients. Remove 18 talocks and 7 toy 
automobiles from kitchen table, 
ivleasurc two cups of flour onto 
piece of waxed paper. Get sifter 
out of cabinet. Remove Johnny’s 
hands from flour. Wash flour off 
him. Measure out 1 cup more 
flour to replace what is now on 
floor. Put flour, 2',2 tsps. baking 
powder and 4  tsp. of salt in the 
sifter, Got du.stpan and brush up 
pieces of bowl which Johnny has 
accidentally knocked off table. 
Got another bowl. Measure and 
sift Ingredients, With ipoon. work 
Vi cup .shortening against side of 
bowl. Answer doorbell.
Return to kitchen. Remove 
Johnny’s hands from bowl. Wash 
shortening off hiin, Add 1 cup 
granulated sugnr gradually., An­
swer telephone.
Return to kitchen. Remove 
Johnny's hands from bowl, Wash 
shortening and sugar off him. 
Get out an egg. Answer doorbell,
Return to kitchen. Mop up 
f l o o r .  Change John's shoos 
which are egg-y. Get another 
egg. Beat. Remove toy automo­
bile from bowl. Add flour mix­
ture alternately with egg, ■'’,'1 cup 
milk and 1 tsp. of vanilla. Answer 
knock at back door,
Remove, John’.s hands from 
bowl. Wasli shortening, sugar, 
flour, milk and vanilla off him. 
Boat . . .  (mixture, that Is). Take 
up greased pan;' find it has Vi 
inch layer of salt In bottom, I.,ook 
for Johnny, who has disappeared, 
Get another pan and grease it. 
Answer telephone.
Return to kitchen and find, of 
all people, Johnny! Repiove his 
hnneVs from bowl. Wash shorten­
ing, etc. . . .  of him. Take up 
greased pan; find it has . ','4 inch 
layer of nut shells in it. Head 
for Jolinny, who flees, knocking 
Im)wI off table. Wash, kitchen 
flmir. Wa.sh kitchen table. Wa.sh 
kitchen walls, Wa.sh dishes. Call 
lip your baker and order a cake. 
Lie down.
By ELEANOR ROSS I
Here we. are again in that 
lovely season when Nature starts 
to unfold her wondrous colors, as 
the grass takes on its brilliant 
green hue and flowers glow in 
different hues.
With so much beauty all around 
it, something must be done to 
make the house equally attrac­
tive — and so a painting project 
is begun. '
INSPECT THE HOUSE 
Before attempting to paint ex­
teriors. it is wise to carefully in­
spect the house.
See that .gutters have been 
cleaned, note where previous 
coats of paint have chipped or 
peeled. Remember that paint will 
last longer and look better if 
proper precautions are taken 
Such care in lumber, calking the 
areas around doors and windows 
to prevent rain from entering, 
checking the roof and, in short, 
making a detailed inspection.
When you are .ready to paint, 
consult your paint dealer. There 
have been many technical ad­
vances in recent years, with, the 
result that paints are now de­
signed for specific, purposes. 
Some are for concrete, some for 
lumber or brick, some for trim 
surfaces such as windows, doors 
and gables. .
Painting gives the horne-own- 
er a chance to. express a color 
preference. While white is still 
popular ip many areas, there has 
been a growing tendency to make 
homes individual through the use 
of color. Light pastels are fav 
ored ill many southern-.-jegions, 
while in northern zons, “Tuany 
homes are painted grey, green or 
more vivid shades. ■ /
When painting the interior of 
the house, the same precautions 
and preparations apply.
Cracks should be filled and 
smoothed. Walls s h o u l d  be 
washed to take off any grime or 
dust that may have accumu­
lated. Then they should be thor­
oughly dry before paint is ap­
plied.
The new Interior paints are 
relatively free from odor and  ̂
dry quickly so that doing a room 
isn’t the arduous task it used to 
be.
There is such a variety of col­
ors, too, so many new and 
charming shades. So one can let 
imagination run riot when plan­
ning a room.
LARGE SURFACES 
It is well to harmonize the 
walls with rug or drapery as 
these are usually the largest 
surfaces, unless the room has one 
of those tremendous sectional 
sofas. '
For the trim select one domi­
nant folor. This might be the 
color of a flower or the principal 
motif in the drapery pattern.
Wonderful tricks can be done 
with color, such as making the 
room appear longer by painting 
the ena walls in a lighter color; 
or making it appear shorter by 
simply using a darker tone at 
the ends. Ceilings can be made 
to appear higher or lower by 
similar techniqueus.
Closets can be made brighter 
by painting the interiors a bright 
color. Then, too, you can add a 
measure of safety by painting 
the risers of the basement steps 
a light color.
Spring is an ideal time to. add 
fresh beauty to your home.
of 350 deg. or until a woodenGill University, is a native 
Wiarton, Ont. and has lived in j pick, when inserted in the centre, 
southern A l b e r t a  since 1921.1 comes out clean. Cool 10 min. in 
From 1943 to 1950 she .served as;the vian. Turn onto a wire rack 
medical reference librarian with;to finish cooling. Let stand at
the Calgary Associate Clinic. She 
is a former member of the Al­
berta Library Association.
Mrs. Fish is president of the 
Calgary Women’s Canadian Club, 
past president of the Women's 
Literary Club of Calgary, and is 
on the executive of the Calgary 
Council of Women. She is the 
wife of Dr. Frank H. Fish of Cal­
gary. They have three children.
LONDON (CP) — A party of 
senior Canadian service officers 
arrived in London Friday on the 
start of a two-week tour of de­
fence e s t a b l i s h m e n t s ,  in 
the United Kingdom.
Ica.st 8 hrs. before slicing. Serve 
with butter, marmalade, cream 








Spiced Butterscotch Bread 
Coffee Tea Milk 
All ipeasurements are level; 
recipes proportioned to serve 4-6 
Fricandelles: Combine and put 
through the grinder 3 times, 4  
lb. each raw veal, chuck of beef 
and lean fresh pork.
Add 4  c. fine white bread - 
crumbs, c. warm milk. 1 W 
beaten egg, 1 4  tsp. salt. Vs tsp. L
Salverlinus Alpinus Not Swiss 
Yodeler -  But Gourmet's
By CAROLYN WILLETT 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OH NO, NOT ME!
born biologist and special^ assist-| If this photo were wired for 
ant to the deputy minister of 1 sound, you could hear , a howl
Call us for a free trial.
U n d o r w o o d  |. lm l l ( ( e d
9 6 0  l i m v i :  S I . 




' S M f o  h«)i*V •>»«)n«l wHh to w a li 
®r w h ile  H 'l drying. «it»d yov 
 ̂  ̂w»n’l hgvf l« wWh on liop.,
OTTAWA (CP)—The Arctic's 
first edible export may be the 
Montreal gourmet’s delight this 
summer. '
Lucky restaurant gue.sts may 
odder Salverlinus alpinus and get 
it—flown in fresh from the land 
beyond the tree line. Only the.v'll 
probably ask for Arctic char, the 
better-known name of a delect­
able fi.sh.
A northern affairs department 
official said today up to 10,000 
pounds of Arctic char is to be 
flown into Montreal this summer 
from Frobi.shcr Bay, on Baffin 
Island’s southeast coast 
It is an cxperiniicnt with a two­
fold purpose,
First, there arc hopo.s that an 
outiddo mar,kct can be c.stab 
lished for char as a frc.sh, luxury 
fish item 
And bnck In the eastern Arctic 
centre, the northern affair.s dc 
pnrtment hopes to promote a new 
Eskimo commorclal fi.shlng in 
dustry during the July » August 
clinr run.
It is expected tho new Industry 
this suimper will occupy three 
F.sklmo families, working under 
the direction of Cliesley Rus.sell 
of Vnneouvor. a former Hudson’s 
Hay Company employee with 
Arctic experience.
Char, which has a firm, pink 
flesh and a taste remini.secnt of 
Atlantic salmon and lake trout 
inhabits the waters around Fro 
bisher Bay 
The ILih, which range in .size 
from four to U irounds, annually 
migrate down the .southward 
flowing Sylvia Grinriell River 
frdm the Interior of nnlfin Island 
to the mouth of the river near 
the government community nl 
F’rohlslrer,
MAY b H sm o k e d  
Department officials .say about 
.5,000 |)oimds of char will be 
siripped put on Ice for the fresh 
fish market. Air, enrgo from F’ro- 
blsher to Montreal takes (roln six 
hi eight flying hours.
Another lot of tlie char mpy lx* 
frozen (or tll.ttijbution outside the 
Arellv. S o m e  ('Imr may lie 
Mpiiked and added to the deli- 
caey market. , > ,
Hov^ever, Wlnnlpi-ggers .‘luid- 
d»rl|ig at the notion of a new­
comer to eontc.st their .'famed 
I,ak|' Wmniix'g goldeyo salmon 
'may relax. '
\  Dr. W. M. Sprulca, Unimlton
fisheries, says char grow very: 
slowly and are in small supply in 
the north. There probably never 
will be enough char for a world 
market, or even a widespread 
Canadian market.
of anguish. The expression and 
the howl is, in anticipation of 
the anti-rabies injection being 
given to pooches in Sacremento 
,Cal. About to be given the 
treatment is Sandi, a pedigreed 
basset hound.






To check your appetite 
only $3.39 for a month’s 
supply at
DYCK'S DRUGS
Just Dial 3333 
For Free Delivery
m u m m fih
GOING OVERSEAS?
Keep up to date on Canada by 
regularly reading
CANADA REVIEW
Keep in touch with home news —  
sports, finance, politics and current 
events. Canada Weekly Review —-  
the only Canadian paper edited and 
published in Great Britain is on sale 
at leading hotels and; news-stands. 
Fast cable news gives you a weekly 
report on Canadian affairs and hap­
penings,
ON SALE EVERY FRIDAY 
AT NEWS AGENTS
everywhere in the U.K,
O nly  6 d  per copy
/
He will need 
money for the 
family vacation
'liB
' I / " ' ’
m
; , / m  ■)
' , 4 ,
/
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. . . S O  b o t l a  a r e  b u i l d l n s  ' u p





a c c o u n t s
Every 11 seconds during banking hours la.st \ 
year a new deposit account was opened in 
a chartered bank. And to millions of 
Canadians a bank is not only the best 
place to keep savings—jt is a (inancial' 
icrvicc-ccntrc providing services useful lo
\everyone in the community. A vi ît to a 
chartered bank is the way to liandic all 
your banking needs. Here you can deposit 
money, arrange loans, cash cheques, rent a 
safety deposit box. buy travellers cheques, 
transfer money—all safely, simply, easily,
tH^ CHARTE RED  B A N K S  S E R V I N G  Y O U R  C O M M U N I T Y
B U IL D IN G  A N D  R E M O D E L L IN G  N E W S
A Weekly Page Devoted To Home Buying, Building And Improving
Have a Rainbow at 
Your Fingertips
You ha\c more than 3,000 colors to choose from when the 
I COLOR CAROUSEL at Hang's docs the mixing.
And it only takes seconds to get exactly the colors you want.
It’s anuizing to watch this electronic machine work.
You will get the right mix . . . and the right Paint . . . B-H 
f P.M.NT, Canada's choice for years for the perfect finish inside 
and out. Ask for B-H Paint mixed by the COLOR C.XROUSEL.
Wm. HAUG & Son
13M WATER ST. PHONE 3023 Md 20««
WE can INSTALL a 
MODERN GAS 
HEATING U n it in  YOUR 
HOME TODAY
d a v a n i o h t













^ W IGHTM AN PLUMBING and HEATING
391 LAWRENCE A'VE. PHONE 3122
1^
Put YOUR HOME in Fashion
W ith CEILING TILE
Easily put up . . .  no mess, no fuss, no special tools. 
Do-it-yourself or let our experts do it for you.-
Murray Acoustic Tile
Regular and Scatter Pattern . . .  DONNACOUSTl
Size 12”x l2 '’
Only .....  ...... ..... Z O C  each
MURRAY DONNAGONA Ceiling Tile
Tongued and Grooved. Size 16”xl6” or 
16”x32”. Per sq. ft. ................................ . . .  IH V
See our Window display and judge for yourself the 
improvement your rooms will receive from cheaply 
I installing a tile ceiling.
FLOR-LAY SERVICfS LTD.
The moit tfottifJetcly itocked floor furnishing store in the Interior
MODERN LIVING NEEDS MODERN WIRING
Question;
GAN YOUR W IRING  
DO THE JOB?
Ask yourself: Can you expect a wiring 
system intended for yesterday’s limited 
number of appliances to carry today's much 
heavier load. Bciicr get the answer. Wc'll 
help you.
GET FREE ESTIMATE FROM
H  M. R. lOYST
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
•08 GLENWOOD AVT!:.
THE D.^ILY COURIER 
TUES., MAY 20. 1958
PHONE 2205
V' N'
FIRST AID TO 
AILING HOUSE






TV* ctum. Rw itM K KPVia no 
RAO VauMt MIT
Here we have a design shgw- 
Ing two bedrooms on the main 
floor with a similar space in 
the lower floor area, planned 
for a building lot that slopes 
from the street to the back 
where the living room faces the 
view. A good sized deck opens
off the living room and kitchen 
offering a view from front to 
back. Compact kitchen ar­
rangement has plenty of cum 
board space, with ample room 
to move around, featuring a 
bar counter between the dining 
room. Designed for NHA ap­
proval.
PL,\STIC STUCK TO TABLE
QUESTION: A hot casserole on 
a plastic fabric doily caused th« 
material to stick to the table.
A  fuzz was left when the materi­
al was pulled off, and it is im­
passible to remove. How can this 
damage be repaired?
ANSWER: It may be difficult 
to take off the remains short of 
refinishing. Try rubbing the area 
with the finest benzine. The ben- 
rine may soften the plastic some­
what. Be careful of fire when 
using benzine. Some of the resi­
due might be removed also with 
delicate, careful use of a razor 
blade. If neither, the only re­
course is complete refinishing of 
the table top.
DENTED WOOD DOORS
QUESTION: We removed thick 
layers of paint from several old 
wooden doors, and find that they 
have deep dents. Is there any* 
way to fill these dents before 
painting?
ANSWER: One simple way Is to 
fill the dents with Swedish putty, 
which is a mixture of spackle and 
paint or varnish. Instructions for 
making and applying Swedish 
putty are on the box of spackle, 




Enclosed please find 25 cents for which send me 




QUESTION: One bedroom has 
a closet that is in the corner of 
the house. During cold weather 
the outside closet walls become 
damp. Is there any way to pre­
vent this dampness?
ANSWER: Fur out the damp 
walls and place blanket insula­
tion between the furring strips. 
Then cover the furring strips with 
an insulating wallboard. In addi­
tion to this you might place a 
bag of moisture-absorbing crys-' 
tals in the closet to reduce the 
amount of humidity. The crystals 
are available in most housewar­
es stores and hardware stores.
HOME PLANNING 
DESIGN SERVICE
,! . • by. Mail
To your indivicJuftI requirements.
■ : . Wr i t ^ for Our, '1958
: .Hom e Planning Book 
106  N H A  Designs
- ■Send-'25c for mail 'ing. ' . •
'TH'nUlLOING CENTRE
y240 W est.B roadw ay,  Van., B.C.
FOR JOE.. .
When she said that the house “just had to be 
done” this year, he made a wise choice, 
and knew before he. started that the results 
would be more than pleasing. He chose . .  >
i i i
< 3 sa p m n
so FOR EVERY ROOM IN YOUR HOME . .  . 
when it comes to Paint . . .  use
^ :  i.L PAINTS
from VALLEY'S
Nothing preserves like paint . . .  no paint prc.scrves like C.LI... PAINT. When you 
use C.l.L. products you rirc taking advantage of the research and reputation that 
accompanies C.l.L. Valley offers yoii a complete range of C.l.L, paints for all your 
special needs . . . So for your next paint job be sure that yoii specify and use 
C.l.L. paints from Valley Building Materials Ltd. . , . the recognized leaders 
in their field. '
BUILDING MATERIALS LTD
1095 ELLW S'l. PHONE 2422
ENJOY MECHANIZED MOWING!
Maxwell:
4-cyclc, 21" with slandup 
itarting, fingertip control
4-cyclc, 18" cut  ̂
power mower ...................
2-cycIc Maxwell 
power mower .................. ;
lawn Boy: \






DO BE IT ER AI LOANE'S
'WE PUT THE ‘‘SWEET’’ 
BACK IN YOUR “SUH E"
H A R M O N IZ E ...
your hom e in s id e  a n d  o u t w ith
PITTSBURGH
PAINTS
Hardware Appliancw «— Furniture - China — Miuic 
\  Electrical - t Telexision





KNOW YOUR CONTRACTOR i
HENRY A. FRIESEN roNTRAcro..
With a reputation in Kelowna and District as a reliable 
builder Mr.Frlcsen has during the past 12 years, built 
many residential and commercial buildings that arc a 
credit to his skill. Outstanding among these is The 
People's Food Market and the Glcnmore Auto Court. 
Whether xour plans specify a modest two room bunga­
low or a palatial .Apartment Suite, cither would receive 
confident acceptance by Fricsen Contractors.
932 LAWSON AVE. PHONE 792«
This information service sponsoicd by the 
READY-MIX CONCRETE AND BUILDERS’ SUI PLIES
BENTALL'S LTD.
Don't Gam ble...
When You Buy Paint
Use A Proven Product
\
from




•  Will not rusU
P R O O F  -  TH AT
H U M P H R E Y
A LU M IN U M  C O M B IN A T IO N
TORM WINDOWS
ARE TODAY’S BEST
•  Removable sill, for easy, quick cleaning
•  Maintenance free, no painting and stor­
ing required
•  Modem streamlined appearance, no ugly 
screws show
•  Custom-made to insure a perfect fit
CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE
KELOWNA MILIWORK LTD.
451 SMITH AVE. PHONE 2818
1
10̂ 9"' Duro 
Glass







M  & S HEATINGPHONE 4639. .....Ill.wm-
r g S - i
Before you start sec the guide book “Living 
In Coloi'" illustrated (;olor schemes for ■ 
every rpqm, obiainabll: from
Interior Builders Market Ltd.
>cm oo Ro«d KclowiM 3238
SCREENS
GENERAL MILLWORK 
WINDOWS & FRAMES 
INTEitlOR 
REMODELLING 
BOATS BUILT TO 
YOUR plans 




Inr nil dom«iill«i unit fomwfrrl.l 
mlllw«rli.





' ' ' -\ '
j. W. BEDFORD LTD.
“W« Mpv« the Earth”
r i ^
^ 1
W a n t
Professional, Business Coming Events '
and Household 
: Guide
FASHION SHOW BY LADIES 
Auxiliary to the Aquatic, May 
21. 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. in Aquatic 
Ballroom. Tickets 50c available 







WANTED — sales CLERK for 
Music Department. Steady em­
ployment, not summer help. 
Ideal working conditions and staff 
benefits. Experience not essential 
but must be* willing to learn. 
Reply own handwriting to Loane’s 






WILL se l iTf o r  a n y  REASON-
ABLE cash offer 1957 ton Ford 
Dclux. Will take small trade. 




riav. Mav 21! 2 p.m. in St. Mi ^ -
c h a d  and All Angels’ Parish Hnll.K^OOL) liOME FOR CAPABLE
Kelowna. S|X)nsorcd by St. niiddlc-aged woman to take care 
George’s Anglican Guild, West-
tank. 221
of elderly lady. German speak 
ing preferred; $50 per month.
221
1956 METEOR STATION WAGON 
Forced to sell. Owner leaving 
town. Four door, very low mile­
age, power steering, two tone, 
radio, new tires, tinted glass. 
iPhone 2049 days. 4658 after 6 p.m.
222
ESMOND LUMBER CO., LTD., 
for all Building Supplies. Special- 
izing in Plywood. Contractors. 
Enquiries solicited. Phone or 
wire orders collect, 3600 E. 






lost And Found | Wanted To Rent
Kelowna-MAN’S BLACK BILLFOLD — 
iContains personal papers only.
■-------------------------- - Txist at Boyd’s Drivc-ln or down-
r»i i-ri i rn r /M - ir \  n  A TCTT town Kelowna. Reward $5.00.RUTHERFORD, BAZETTi phone 2122. 22.3
& CO.
CHAR'TERED ACCOUNTANTS
WANTED BY JULY 1ST. unfur­
nished suite near bu.sincss dis­
trict, by working girl. References 
available. Box 5119 Daily Courier
tf
1951 BUICK SEDAN — CUSTOM 
radio, heater, signals. Excellent 
motor, body. Full price $875.00. 
Apply KLO Royalite Service.
225
1952 FORD FORDOR — MUST 
sell, leaving for U.S.A. Many 
extras. Apply 1017 Bernard. 




Fireplaces, Chimneys. Planters, 
Concrete or Pumice Blocks, 
’Tiled Porches and Patios, etc 
For free advice and estimates
Call or Phone
828 Cawston Are. Phone 2510 
M. W. S, tf
No. 9 — 286 Bernard Avc. 
PHONE 2821
WOODS
Business Personal For Rent
Chartered Accountant
511 LAWRENCE AVE. | 
Phone 4434 Kelowna. B.C.
CEDRIC M. STRINGER
Public Recounting and 
Income Tax
No. 11 Williams’ Block
1.564 Pcndoil St.. Kelowna 
Phones: Bus. 2242, Res. 3242
M.,T-. S.. tf
DUPLEX FOR RENT 
Pendozi St. Phone 3128.
WATCH -CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale”—there are some great 
bargains listed every Issue of the 
Courier. 32-tff
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING








A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR 
Kelowna
Room 1, 4.53 Lawrence Avc. 
Phone 3903
Vernon
2803-32nd Avc. Phone 4236
222
2 OR 3 ROOM FURNISHED 
suite, also one light housekeeping 
room in quiet home. Apply 1874 
Ethel St. 221. 223. 225
LIGHT HOUSEKKEPING ROOM 
for elderly man. 761 Clement 
Ave. 226
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LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING Room 
—Refrigerator and electric stove 
included. 2197 Richter St.
M, Th. tf
7 or r e t ir e d
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped. 
Interior Septic Tank Service. 
Phone 2674. tf
INTERIOR MOBILE HOMES 
Rutland Rd. and Vernon Highway
Call or phone for information on 
new or used trailers. Also house 
trailer hauling. Fully insured, 






Accounting — Auditing 
Income "Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
1487 WATER ST. PHONE 3678
ELEClRICAL REPAIRS T
REST HOME
All necessities for the aged and 
good fare for semi invalids.
809 Harvey Avenue 
Phone 4575
_____________________________  214,215,216,221,222.223
WE DO ANY KIND OF CEMENT | p r in c E^CHARLES LODGE ”
and carpenter work. Phone 20281 Rooms by day, week, month 
after 6_p.m  ̂ J. Vinner. ^ 240icommunity kitchen, all facilities
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESSm924 Bernard Avc. Phone 4124 
Altering and repairing a specialty.  ̂ ^
Phone 4685.
FOR SALE
TERRY AND ALJO TRAILERS 
BARREIT’S TRAILER SALES 
467 Main St., Penticton 
Phone 4822
See us before you buy
242
231: t h e  BERNARD LODGE
sh irt^col '̂ î rT t ijr n e d




TWO WHEELED TRAILER — 
Apply 3041 Richter St. Phone 
8549. 221
REDSTONE’S TRAILER SALES 
& SERVICE — Pcachland, B.C. 
Phone Pcachland 687. 244
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE — 
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. tf








Office: Rm. 2, Capital News Bldg. 
318 Bernard Avenue.
Business Hours: 9-5 p.m. 
Others by appointment
Phones: Bus. 2547 Res. 7924 
. M. Thur., Fri., tf.
TWO ROOM SUITE — FULLY 
furnished in. good home. Good 
location, electric rangette and 
refrigerator. Adults only. 2541 
Pendozi. Phone 6705. tf
NEWLY DECORATED TWO 
room furnished suite. Includes 







WM. MOSS PAINTING AND 
DECORATING contractor, Kel- No
FINANCING A NEW CAR? Be­
fore you buy ask us about our 
Low Cost Financing Service with 
complete insurance coverage. 
Carruthers & Meikle Ltd., 364 
Bernard Ave., Kelowna.
209, 210, 211, 221, 222. 223
TENDERS FOR SCHOOL BUSES
Tenders are invited for the 
supply of two (2> school buses 
for earlv delivery.
SPECIFICA'nONS 
5.5-pupil capacity, forwward 
facing scats. G.V.W. not less 
than 19,000 lbs. 208 inch wheel- 
base. 8 cylinder engine. (V-8, 
not less than 260 cc. Develop­
ing 148 HP. Tires: 825xx20, 10- 
ply with spare. Oil Filter and 
Air Filter Cleaner. 4 speed 
transmission, 2 speed rear 
axle. Vacuum booster brakes. 
12 volt, 30 amp electrical 
system. Frc.sh air heater and 
defroster. Painted standard 
school bus yellow arid lettering 
to order to conform in all re- 
. spccts with B.C. Regulations 
(Reg. 21 of the Regulations 
pursuant to the Motor Vehicle 
Act.) Prices for extras must be 
indicated in detail. Quote Price 
and firm delivery date, F.O.B. 
Kelowna.
Tender forms and specifications 
may be obtained from School 
Board Office on application, and 
are to be submitted in triplicate 
not later than June 10, 1958. 




School District No. 23 
(Kelowna),












. Dial S300 
. Dial 4000 





it unable to contact a doctor 
Dial 272S
DRUG STORES OPEN 
Sundayt. Holidays and 
Wednesdaya 
t  pjn. to 5:50 pjn.
OSOYOOS CUSTOMS HOURS 




ONE LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING 
room with use of electric range 
and rofrigerator. 2541 Pendozi. 
Phone 6705. tf
owna, B.C. Exterior and interior 
painting, paper hanging. Phone 
your requirements now, 3578
M, Th. tf
LARGE GROUND FLOOR DU­
PLEX suite. 5 rooms and bath, 
animals. Apply 832 Bernard
Articles For Sale
USED FAWCETT “CORVETTE” 
coal and wood raflge, clean white 
enamel water packet, oven ther­
mometer, $40.00. at 773 Martin 
Avc. Phone 3286. 221
Ave. tf
O F nC E  EQUIPMENT
SINGER & SNOWSELL EXCA­
VATING L’TD. for ditches, pipe­





for your office furniture!
FURNISHED LIGHT HOUSE­
KEEPING room. Phone 3967.
tf
SUITES AT C C APAR'T- 
MEN’TS, Edgewood Road, Bank- 
head. Phone 8613. tf
VISIT O. L. JONES USED FUR­
NITURE Dept, for best buys! 513 
Bernard: Ave. M-TH-tf
SCRAP STEEL AND METALS 
Top prices. Old car bodies our 
specialty. Commercial Steel & 
Metals, 6136 WilUngdon, Burnaby 
2, Vancouver, B.C., 1̂
FOR RENT — NEW MODERN 
self-contained one bedroom suite. 
Box 5141 Kelowna Courier. 221
9’ BY 9' 
8549.
TOURIST TENT. Phone 
221
Articles Wanted
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
HERBERT SYDNEY BARER, 
late of 1886 Pendozi Street, Kel­
owna, British Columbia.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
that creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of the 
above deceased arc hereby re­
quired to send them to the under­
signed Executor a t' 626 West 
Pender Street, Varicouver, B.C., 
before the 27th day of June, 1958, 
after which date the Executor 
will distribute the said estate 
among the parties entitled there­
to, having regard only to the 
claims of which it then has notice. 
r a E  ROYAL TRUST 
COMPANY, Executor. 
By; DONALD E. MANN, 
It’s Solicitor.
By BRIAN MILLER
Barrie Webster informs us that 
there isn’t much time until the 
end of the term. We all knew 
that .but Barrie has given us 
figures as well. Calculating the 
number of school hours per day 
(5). and the number of minutes 
(305), and starting with Tuesday, 
May 20, and ending with Friday, 
June 13, Barrie finds that there 
are 5,795 minutes left of school. 
This means that from today until 
June 13 there are 347,000 seconds 
of school time left in the school 
year!
Yes, that’s right. School ends 
on the 13th, although final exams 
(for those unlucky students who 
aren’t  recommended) begin on 
the 16th. Reports will be sent to 
students later in the month.
Of course, for those writing 
government examinations, and 
others, there will be a lot more 
than 347,700 seconds of school 
time spent on work—we hope.
SPORTS DEPARTMENT
On Thursday night, at city park 
oval, the candidates for the KHS 
track meet team held an inter- 
squad meet and elimination 
games. On Friday night, the 
people not eliminated from 'Thurs­
day’s meet ran in the heats 
scheduled then. These people 
made up the team for Saturday’s 
inter-school track meet, which 
was represented by all the Valley 
high schools.
It’s spring! Ce le printemps! 
And softball and baseball have 
begun again. The Kelowna girls 
softball team, which was Organ­
ized last Monday, played in Rut­
land on Wcdnc.sday and was 
barely defeated by the Rutland 
girls, in Rutland; 17-15 was the 
final score, and the game lasted 
for seven innings. Carol Gourlay 
came in three times, as did 
Elaine Hume. Kelowna had three 
pitchers: Adeline Korthals, Carol 
Gourlay, and Elaine Hume. The 
captain of the Kelowna High 
girls’ team is Eleanor Erhardt.
The girls team will play three 
more games this month: two 
with the George Pringle girls’ 
softball team, and one more with
SEEKS DIVORCE
RENQ, Ncv. (AP)—Louis Rene 
Beaudoin, former Speaker of the 
Canadian House of Commons, 
filed .suit for divorce Monday 
from Margaret Wcspisci; Beau­
doin, alleging extreme mental 
cruelty. The Beaudoins married 
July 6, 1939, in the municipality 
of Ste. Marguerite du Lac Mas­
son. (3ue. The complaint lists two 
children, Pierre Louis, 19, and 




LONDON (CP) — The Times 
says the recent attack on Robert 
Bryce, secretary to the Canadian 
cabinet, by the United States Sen­
ate internal security subcom-
auiiu ii ic .ii ci.iu u..<- ...v,..- mittcc indicatcs the congres- 
Rutland, before playing (if theyUlonal body “ apparently remains 
win) for the South Okanagan unrepentant after the tragic con-
a round robinchampionship, ,iii 
game on May 31.
On Thursday night, the Kel­
owna High school boys’ baseball 
team played against the George 
Pringle team.
The Junior Red Cross is hold­
ing its final "Self-Denial drive in  ̂
school this week, and students j 
are asked to chip in for a cause! 
which is always worthy.
Well, in glancing at the old 
calendar, it looks like there arc 
only three more columns to write 
until Fall! It’s been fun writing, 
so in closing, wo send a sad 
“thirty” to you all.
elusions of its witch-hunting cam­
paign against the late Herbert 
Norman, Canadian ambassador 
to Egypt.”
NICE ROOM, VERY CLOSE IN. 
Business lady preferred. 595 
Lawrence Ave. Phone 3873. tf
1447 ElUs St. Phone 3202
Funeral Homes
The In te rio r^  Finest Mortuary
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
We offer you the comforting 
services that can only be found 
In suitable surroundings.






Electronic,Service ' lTg h t  HOUSEKEEPING Room.
Bernard Avc. Phone 310.51 Apply 890 Bernard Avc. 221 
Mon., Tucs., tf. i
WANTED BY COLLECTOR — 
Gold coins. Contact Ritchie Bros., 
1618 Pendozi St. Phone 3045. 225
1 THREE ROOM 






YOUNG WOMAN WANTS Morn­









TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, 
lead, etc. Honest grading. Prompt 
payment made. Atlas Iron and 
Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St., Van­
couver, B.C. Phone PAcific
Equipment Rentals
CAPABLE WOMAN would like 
work by the day. Phone 6712, 223
Property For Sale
FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
and Polishers, Now available for 
rent in Kelowna. B and B Paint 




No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
i Insertion _____per word 3y
3 consecutive
insertions __  per word 254 f
6 consecutive insertions 




insertions .......     1.05 inch
5 consecutive Insertions 
or more .....................   .95 Inch
MONTEITH — On May 17. 1958, 
at Kelowna General Hospital, to 
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Montcith. 
a son, Peter Doughas, 4 lbs., 13 
ozs. 221
SINGLE MAN SEEKS STEADY 
cmplovmont as janitor anywhere 
in. B.C. Write Box 5108M Daily 
Courier. 222
Deaths
FOR CARPENTRY WORK -  
cabinet.s or finishing, sash and 
frames. Phone 8447. 224
Help Wanted
MIKKELSEN — Marvin Carl, 
aged 28, his wife, Georgina, aged 
26. and their ffour-ycar-old 
daughter. Roxanne, passed away 
snddcnly at Clinton on Sunday, 
May 18. Funeral services will be 
held at the Rntland United 
Church on Saturday, Mav 24 at 
2 p.m,, with Rev, J. A. Bernard 
Adams offieinting. ’ Interment 
will follow in Kelowna Comcter.v, 
Kelowna Funeral Directors have 
been entrusted with the arrange­
ments, 221
P e t e r s o n ” — Edith Ka 
ngctl 81, parsed away in Kelowna 
Gepornl Hospital on Suiriday, May 
18. Services will bo held at St, 
Michael and All Angels' Church 
/on Tluirsday, May 22 at 2:00 p.m. 
with Archdeacon D. S. Catchpolc 
officiating. Interment will follow 
In Kelowna Cemetery. She is 
survlvcsd by her husband, Elmer 
John, one daughter. Mrs. J. 
(Christina) Voddon of Chilliwack 
nnd two grandchildren, Kc)owni\ 
Funeral Directors have been eir- 
trusted with tiro arrangements.
’ 221
NEED VACATION MONEY? 
Avon cosmetics has openings for 
women who want extra earnings. 
Write Bo.\ 4717M. Kelowna Cour­
ier. 203, 206, 221. '223
WANTED W I T H I N  NEXT 
iTionth or two, an office clerk, 
preferably lady over 20 ye:irs of 
age. No special training required 
but .should have irionsant person­
ality, as will be necessai\v to act 
as, assistant reeeplionist, and 
typing would be an advantage. 
Please apply to Box 5074M, Daily 
Courier, slating age and Office 
exirerience if any, M-Thurs-tf
LAKESHORE ROAD
'c o ttag e
Stucco cottage near Gyro Park on 
lake shore road. Has 2 bedrooms, 
living room, kitchen, bathroom 
and a part basement, Nice lawn, 
shade trees, several fruit trees 
and a good garage. Full price is 
$6,700.00 with half cash.
JOHNSTON &  TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Avc., Radio Building 
rifone 2846
Evenings 297S, 4454 or 2942
tf
Boats and Engines
The Ontario College of Educa­
tion began as a faculty of educa­




o f News Pictures
, PUBLISHED IN
The Daily Courier
Taken by our photographer. It is 
easy to get souvenir photos of the 
time you were in the news. Send 
them to your friends or put them 
in your, album.
Large Glossy 6*̂  x 81̂  ,
, Only $1.00
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE 




QUEBEC (CP)—As dozens of 
spectators watched early Monday 
night, a man jumped over a 
bridge railing into the St. Charles 
River in lower town Quebco. Be­
fore leaping, the man took off his 
coat and placed it on the bridge. 
In the pockets, police ..found 
papers bearing the name of a 58- 
year-old Quebec City man. Crews 
dragging the river had not recov­






BAY ROBERTS, Nfld. (CP)— 
The first supply ship to the Lab­
rador coast this spring has 
reached. Battle Harbor on the 
strait of Belle Isle but could go 
no farther because of ice. The 
Lakalla discharged her cargo 
there and at last report was re­
turning home through,the straits.
SAND and GRAVEL 
Crushed Roadway Gravel 
BULLDOZING 








14«S Ellis SI. 
Opposite the Post Office'
A SNAP! PRACTICALLY brand 
new 19.56 Johnson privately owned 
30 H P. Outboard Motor. Will 
sacrifice for $300 or best offer 
May be .seen at Kelowna Marino 
and Equipment Ltd. tf
Building Materials
Property Wanted
is”  t h e b e ”  S M A L L 'c 6 ™  
two rooms, bath, toilet and .sink, 
.small lot for aliout $1,500.00 cash 
Ip Kelowna? Write P.O. Box 258,
tf
SMITH Marjorie Annie, aged 
67, of 671 Glenwo<Kl Avenue, pas­
sed away in Kelowna Gencrol 
Hospital on Sunday, May 18, 
Funeral services were held t*)- 
day nt St. Michael nnd All Angel.s' 
Church Hi 2:00 p.m. The remains 
will b« forwarded to the Faculty 
of ' MtHllclne. University vf 
British Columbia, Kelowna Fuu- 
/crn l Directors were entrusted 
with the nrrringcine^t.s. 221
Pebonal
yTMEMOrUAL SERVICE WILL 
Im! I»cld at St. Andrew’s Clmrelt.
for the, late 
Mh!.: ^ lY a n cU , Jday 21.
3;3(|) I__
W Al^-rED^'Al ''iUDE j b  "ON- 
inrio, ICDVlpB t3rd to M»h May. 





Duiics to indiulc 
preparation of lunch anej 
HrIiI housework
Must bo capable sviih ehihircn 
No objceiion to newly arrived 
Canadian with limiied know- 
Icdgc of I'hglifih.
APPLY






Tlic Ontario Northlapd Railway 
opened in 1902 ns the Tcmlskam- 
Ing nnd Northern Ontario Rail­
way,
FENCES 
If you're planning to fence your j 
property sec us first for materials I 
and plans.
All sizes nnd lengths of Cedar, 
Spruce, Fir or Pine for Picket, 
Basket Weave, Ranch Style or a 
fence of your own design. Gal­
vanised nails, wood preservative 
and stains obtainable at 
WM. IIAUG & SON 
1335 Water St. Phone 2066
M, W. F. tfl
lO'/ii Discount
on all prilnts In Jlhc store
WM. IIAUG & SON (
13.15 Water St. Phone 20661
T, Th. S, ti
One of the Most Striking. . .





F o r t  C h u r d u l l ,  I p i i l t  o n  H u d s o n  
B a y  in  1686. w a s  n a in e d  a f te r  
 ̂ C h u r c l i i l l ,  la te r ,  D u k e  o f
j a Y  C O U W E R  C |bA98i r i E D S  IM n r lb o ro u g h ,  ' A
Qualified Business Woman 
S te S  SENIOR POSITION'
Comprehensive background includes 
posiiions of responsibility in:
•  LllIVinER •  PULP and PAPER' ' ' ' , •
REAL EVIA i’E and INSURANCE , •










This 2-ycar-old Kelowna T rc n i stylo bungnlow ha.s 
jd.st about everything, marvelous view, sandy 
batliing beach, roujf»h stone sea wall, lawns, carport, 
ample .storage nnd two patios, double glazing nnd 
plate glass, ■ \
Tlie In.sidc is every bit ns nice ns the outside would 
lend you to expect — the walls arc finished in 
lovely woods —- .satin maple, ribbon cut mahogany, 
and many hthers. Floors are covered w ith rich
PRICE $31,5(10
Phone
2 3 3 2
Wilton wall-to-wnil carpets. There are fwo n a tu ra l’ 
stone fireplaces, full bathroom  and washroom, 3 
ample-sized bedrooms, a spacious living room w ith 
breath-taking views and a family-sized dining room, 
as inodern a kitchen .as yoU could ask (laundry 
room adjoining), nnd a reAlly co.sy DEN, All city 
scryices.
I t is very rarely this type of dwelling comes on the 
m arket, to view by appointm ent only.
N.H.A. TERMS
P hono  2332 and ask for the Real Ec.stato Dept., o r call In at 200 B ernard Avenue.
OKAN AG AH INVESTMENTS Ltd.
r i l .  2.132 2H0 BERNARD
T
4
TUBS.. MAY 2», THE DAILY COURIEB
ARMADILLO IS BULLET PROOF
Police Inspector Bayrle Pace 
of Detroit, Mich., uses a 45- 
gauge shotgun to fire directly 
a t bullet-proof armor worn by 
Harvey Freeman, who perfect­
ed the "Armadillo” from an 
alloy of plastic and fibre glass. 




This day’s aspects favor rou­
tine schedules rather than new 
ventures: also encourage home 
and family interests. If your 
workaday activities are of an 
outdoor nature, you arc govern­
ed by really good influences.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that, 
for the balance of this year, 
your interests will probably be 
focussed on job and financial 
matters. This does not mean 
that there will be any spectacu­
lar change in either of these 
phases of your life. What it does 
mean it that, if you would wind 
up 1958 with an improved statuus.iic uic uc u Mruuua n tii  i ____
vey said: " I hardly felt a >:gji-lU?aycJo keep your nose to
thing.”
the proverbial grindstone. There 
are chances of financial gain 
for brief periods in June and 
September: indication of job
recognition in October, but nil 
of this will depend on YOUR 
efforts. The planets promise no 
windfalls."
If single, the stars Indicate the 
possibility of marriage and, if 
travel’s in your mind, mid-July 
would be a good month in which 
to take off. Domestic interests 
are under generally favorable 
aspects, but bo diplomatic in 
dealings with both personal and 
business associates throughout 
November. Look for some good 
news late in December.
A child born on this day will 







By Herman K, Bundesen, M.D.
1 have often cautioned you to 
lee your doctor if you develop 
persistent hoarseness or sore 
throat.
While they may be caused by 
a variety of ailments, including 
the common cold, prolonged 
hoarseness and/or a sore throat 
can be signs of laryngeal can­
cer,
EASILY DETECTED
Cancer of the larnyx, or voice 
box, usually is very easy to de  ̂
tect and, fortunately, fairly easy 
to cure. In fact, next to cancer 
of the skin, it is the easiest 
form of cancer to find and cure 
—if treatment is begun in time
Nearly 90 per cent of all lar­
yngeal cancer occurs in men. 
Half of these cases occur be­
tween the ages of 50 and 70. 
Most common age group for 
this type of cancer among women 
Is between 40 and 60.
Most significant early symp­
toms are the aforementioned 
hoarseness and local discomfort, 
including a sore throat that 
gets worse and worse.
HARD TO FIND
Since most lesions occur In 
the vocal area, they can easily 
be detected. Some, however, be-
M oslem  Takes 
C hristian Collar 
On June 10
rJ
TORONTO (CP) -  A Moslem 
who gave up his family, friends 
and his country to become a 
Christian will be ordained into 
the Presbyterian Church in Can­
ada June 10.
SeifouUah Lotfi, an Iranian, 
first became interested in Chris­
tianity and the western way of 
life in 1935, when he was a flying 
officer in the Royal Iranian Air 
Force, on a mission to Great 
Britain.
His family despised his conver­
sion to a new faith, and his 
friends snubbed him. Some called 
him "unclean.” Finally life in 
Iran became so difficult Mr. 
Lotfi had to make his choice: 
Give up his new faith or give up 
his home and country.
He left home, and went' to 
Hastings, Neb. for his B.A. de­
gree. Later he decided to make 
his home In Canada, and entered 
Knox College, University of To­
ronto, where he is graduating.
gin in the so-called "silent 
area” outside the voice box and 
are much more difficult to lo­
cate.
Because of this.Ahe first real­
ly lioticeable symptom of such 
types of cancer may be a lump 
in the neck. Generally, this is 
preceded by minor pain and dis­
comfort to which the patient pays 
little attention.
Persistent sore throat and 
difficulty in swallowing are other 
symptoms which con indicate 
cancer of the silent area.
Laryngeal cancers can be de­
tected by a dentist using a good 
light and a laryngeal mirror. 
HOW IT LOOKS
By having the patient pro­
nounce the letter "E ”, the false 
vocal cords and true vocal cords 
are exposed. ,A laryngeal lesion 
may appear as an ulcer, a nodule 
or a cauliflower mass.
If examination discloses such 
a lesion, a regular laryngoscopic 
examination and biopsy are in 
order.
Surgery^ or X-ray treatments 
may eliminate the lesion if 
found early enough. Otherwise, 
laryngectomy and irradiation 
may be necessary.
QUESTION AND ANSWER 
J.M.: What is the cause of 
colic in infants?
Answer: Colic may be caused 
by many conditions such as ex­
posure to cold air, or the eating 
of cold food. If a child is sensi­
tive to certain foods, he may 
also have colic.
Some children swallow an ex­
cessive amount of air, are over­
fed or are given excessive 
amounts of starches, any of 
which may also cause colic.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKER 
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hearts. When trumps were 
drawn, it was also learned West 
had started with three spades.
The next step is to learn how 
many clubs West was dealt. Dc' 
clarer leads a club to the ace and 
trumps a club. West follows each 
time. West was dealt three clubs 
Twelve of the cards ho was dealt 
are now accounted for. He can 
not have more than one diamond
A low diamond is led to the 
king. West follows suit. All his 
cards are known. The jack of dia 





P akistan i Nurse 
Helps Coast 
Kids To Health
VANCOUVER (CP) — A beau­
tiful Pakistani nurse wearing the 
traditional saris of the East is 
helping children to get well in 
Vancouver General Hospital.
Sudersham Malhotra, 32, came 
to Vancouver by way of the 
Netherlands and England,. When 
she arrived she asked hospital 
authorities whether she should 
wear western dress or the cos­
tume of her native land. She was 
given her choice, but was urged 
to settle for. the beautiful east­
ern garb.
Opening lead—king of hearts. 
Back in 1934, Louis H. Watson, 
outstanding bridge star, wrote a 
book on the play of the c a ^ s . It 
was widely acclaimed as one of 
the finest bridge books ever writ­
ten. A marvel of simplicity, the 
passage of time has not disturbed 
its stature in the field of bridge 
literature.
Watson died the following year 
at the age of 29. 'The book went 
out of print many years ago and 
became a collector’s item in 
great demand.
It has been reissued unde the 
title of "Watson’s Classic Book 
on the Play of the Hand at 
Bridge.” Edited by Sam Fry, Jr., 
one of Watson’s closest friends 
and a frequent partner, the book 
is presented again with a few 
minor changes and additions to 
bring it up to date.
The hand sliown appears in the 
chapter on Counting. It demon­
strates how declarer learns the 
composition of the defender’s 
hands and how he applies the 
knowledge to solve a problem of 
play.
West cashes the A-K of hearts 
and leads another heart which 
East ruffs. Back comes the ten 
of clubs, taken with the king.
Three rounds of trum ps. are 
drawn. South can be certain of 
taking the rest of the tricks, pro­
vided he knows which opponent 
was dealt the queen of diamonds. 
The queen can be picked up with 
the aid of a finesse, but the 
finesse must be taken in the right 
direction.
Since East is known to have
1,000 POWER EXPERTS
MONTREAL (CP)-About 1,000 
engineers, scientists, economists 
and other experts from roughly 
50 countries are expected to at­
tend the technical session of the 
World Power Conference to be 
held here Sept. 7-11. Discussions 
during the meetings, held for the 
first time in Canada, will centre 
around the economic trends in 
the p r o d u c t i o n ,  transport­
ation and utilization of fuel and 
energy.
OPENS FRIENDSHIP HOUSE
OTTAWA (CP) — Friendship 
House, where s t u d e n t s  from 
abroad get to know Canadians so­
cially, was opened officially Fri­
day night by Prime Minister 
Diefenbaker. The prime minister 
i first chatted with 45 men and 
women studying in Canada under
Colombo Plan and United Na­
tions auspices. Friendship House 
occupies the two upper storeys of 
a downtown Rideau Street bus­
iness block.
LOADED FOR RUSSIA
MONTREAL (CP) — Six Rus­
sian ships carrying 130,000 tons 
of Canadian wheat — part of a 
Russian - Canadian trade agree­
ment—are scheduled to leave 
Montreal in the next two weeks, 
the Montreal grain board said 
Friday. Under the agreement, 
made .three years ago, Russia 
agreed to buy 400,000 tons of 
grain yearly from Canada.
REBELLION CHECKED
LA PAZ, Bolivia (Reuters)— 
The defence ministry announced 
Friday that a rebellion in Santa 
Cruz, 35 miles southeast of here, 
had been completely checked. 
The ministry said that the last 
of the rebels in Camiri and Chp- 
reti were fleeing before advanc 
ing government troops toward 
hilly country across the Argen-
been dealt a singleton heart, it is tine and Paraguay borders.
DAILY CROSSWORD





















































8. A record 
of
ancestors
9. Ancient „  .
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
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DAILY URYPTOQUOTB . . .  Here’s how to work it:
t ' ■ '
A X V D L D A A X R 
•• fa L O N G F E L L O W
One, totter simply stands tor another In thia sample A Is used 
for the three L’l  )v for the two O's, etc Slnglo letters, n|>ostrophea, 
the length and (ormoUun of the words are all hints. Each day the 
corlo letters nro rllfferenl '
A URYTGtlRAM QUOTATION
V J II T W J S G T E V H J N V K L A K R A J L
A L ' V S T W K K E N A  S W J E II J A J E •
Saturday's Cryptoquote: ILL NEWS IS WING’D w m i  FATE, 
a n d  FLIES APACE -  DRYDEN.
TTiE DUEL IN WHICH 
DOTH MEN WST STAMOffW
SANOy MOMTGOMERy
CHALLENGED TO A DUEL 
IN DERRY, IRELAND 
EXCHANGED SHOTS WITH 
HIS OPPONENT 
-A M D  EACH SHOT OFF 
THE OTHEITSCOAnAILS
m£Y THEN SAT IN CHAIRS 
fW  THEIR SECOND Rm o  
-AND BOTH m N  MISSED '
C t*M, IU| Iw, Vwt4
rH iS n tN IM D S  INN irt London,EniT.
13 LOCATED ON THE BOUNDARY Beivfel 
Z  BOROUGHS - SO THAT EACH NIGHT 
FOR iOO YEARS IT HAS HAD TO CLOSE 
ONE DOOR AT II PM AND THE 














in Jackwn tenn. 





Till S.S.CHRVSOPOUS built in i960 and for a
TKAE RENAMED THE OAKLAND REMAII4ED IN 
SERVICE FDR 60 YEARS - fX)R 6S YEARS AS 
A PERRY PI SAN FRANCISCO BAY
THE OLD HOME TOWN By Stanley
BHAINY,HUItfReY UP? 
'tDUUL BB L A tr 
TO SCHOOL. 
®BT aOMAo!
AW, HECK, M O M -r DROVE^ 
O VER I t )  SCHOOL, -  NO PLACET
TO PARK MYCAR ILL 
TRY AEiAltA TOMORROW l!j
ANOTHER S,- .LL-CAFP HAK-
• «ws fWanSNM ••’••Wtva
TW W  CLEAR UP ONS
POtNT-NAMELY, WO 1 OR PiP 
Z NOT FLUNK VOU PECAU^OF 
MV SECRET ACGRESSiONS
agai/ystthesacrbo 
COIAS^ THE ATHLETIC H  
WORLO.P
0
HH DESKSCARCHEO again!.. MORE 
PAPERS MISSING!...! aN  POUBT HO 
longer...I'M UNOCR
INVESTIGATIOH/
SINCE TNE NEW SETUP, /lU HAVE BEEN 
swErrASipe,
MAYBE SIATIO FOR U O U U fA T tO N !... 
MALENKOV, MOLOTOFF, ZH U KO V..ALU  
I  WILL BE NEXT/ X CAN'T DELAY 
ANOTHER MOM ENT.'
-4
msG IC O W ... COMRADE CHES5K0V, A POWER IN THE KREMLlQi '  SEES THE HANDWRITING ON THE W A U .
IF YOU COULD ORD6R ME TO T»« Y
CRIMEA FDR A REST, POCTGR. /  





BRICK PLAYS THB TAPS RECORDER AND 
PHONY ORDER9  WHISTLE TNROUSH THE BAiCt 
PLATPORME INTERCCM
^  •^A BAN PO N  
PLATFORM'
TXBMF IS  A  W ILD SCURRY A 3  THE C R & V  
DASH VO THEtR ABANDON-SHIP 8 TATia03.
U1
HAVE TO S IT IN 
■THECORNER FOR 
WHAT'S th e J tw e n ty  m in u te s  
M ATTER, ■fr FOR NOT WASHING 




MV MOTHER to ld  ME 
THA T VYHEN CHILDREN 
GROW OLDER THEY ENJOY 
WASHING THEIR NECKS 
AND EARS \
1 h a v en T
NOTICED /ANY 
' CHANGE VET ■
1 W OULD  
LIKEANICEl 
D USTBA N . 
P LEA S E ,'
OH, MUCH LA RG ER/ i 
I W A N T iT T ’CARRY] 
O U T TH ’ MUD TH* 
KID S TR A C K  IN.'/
V
w
I KNOW EX A C TLY  W HAT VOU 
NEED, GRANDMA// I  HAVE . , 
SEVEN  C HILD REN  A T  HOME.flJ
m y s e l f /  ( F r E s L a a
j- ■' ^
OU6. .  KUMM* 9*20
YOU'RE GOING 
TO  LEAVE TH A T  
HOSE ON A L L  
N IG HT'
SO  NOW w e 'l l  s e e  
WHO'S aV\AKTER . . .
E R i




OKAY, W ISE GUy.. 
SO NOW W E KNOW 





COME . _  ^
J
o  11
h u r r v / .
r r a  MURDER/
Si
LOOK,
A  BIG ANTIS, 
BEATING UP  
A U T T L E  . 











ROGERS. KEEP VOUR 
COWBOYS AWAY FROM 
JUPy! SHE'S OOTID ' 
WORK TH' FARM WHEN 
MY FEET HA)re 
TH'/WISERVi .
TH A rS VOUR PROBLEM. 
RIMPLE! I  CAME HERE, 
TO FIND OUT WHO'S 
BEEN BRANP- 
BLOTTING MY.
YOU LAZY COYOTE, 
WHY DON'T YOU 











1 WHIPPED r '
Jvim̂





...AND UNTIL I  FIND O U n iU  JUST 
 ̂ADD IT TO OTHCR STUFF... AND 
IT 'MIWOE IHSatOENr
(Continued from Page 
ily were among the 14 accidental 
deaths reported up to 6 p.m. 
Monday, 'niree other persons 
still are missing.
At least six persons were 
drowned, three others died in 
traffic mishaps and two died in| 
miscellaneous accidents. i
Still missing are three fisher-' 
men said to have been with Leo­
nard G. Bell, 35. of Maillardvillc, 
when their boat capsized Sunday 
in Pitt Lake, near Port Coquit­
lam, Only Bell’s body has been 
found.
At Enderby, the body of a two- 
year-old Indian boy, William 
Douglas Hockman, sought since 
he disappeared while playing bn 
the bank of the Shuswap River 
Sunday night, was recovered by 
RCMP Monday.
Officers found the boy’s body 
under some branches overhang­
ing the bank of the swiftly-flow­
ing river.
Dogs, Cats, Chickens, They 
A ll W in Pet Parade Prizes
Gyros, judges, and hundreds of lene Thoms; 2, Andrew Holmes; 
juveniles congregated at City 3, Mark Aj'nslcy.
Park bright and early yesterday Large dogs — 1. Susan Robert- 
morning .for the annual yret par Ison and John Harper (Laddie': 
ade. Scores of spectators watched 2. Terry Lawrence (Champ); 3,
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the proud little folk march past 
the grandstand leading or drag 
ging large, medium, and diminu 
five dogs, cats, kittens, lambs 
rabbits, fowl of every discription 
ponies, and even a calf.
Mark Rose and some of his 
musicians provided a clown band, 
to the delight of the little people, |
Joannic Bazzett (’Turk).
Medium dogs —■ 1, Andre Lock- 
hurst: 2, Joan Tasker; 3. Frank­
lin Fisher.
Spaniels — 1, Myrtle Lemon 
(Spottie); 2, B o^y  and Brian 
Reed (Rivets'; 3, Peggy Willis 
(Judy).
Toy and small dogs — 1, Teddy
and a day that threatened rain 
its .start, developed into one o f i  c *4 -»
brilliant sunshine. Decorated ... ? ScoU; 2,lo Daniel Smith; 3, Chris and Joe
Jet Age 
Arrives A t 
North Pole
cycles added further 
scene. The concession stand was 
humming with activity, as hund 
reds of free tickets were ex­
changed for pop and yxipsiclcs.
The day’s activities culminated' 
in a number of races and prize 
winners for pet parade and run­
ning were as folEws:
Decorated bicycles — 1 Cheryl 
Daft; 2, Marilyn Wolf and Cathy 
Loken tied; 3, Brian Hill. 
Decorated tricycles — 1. Mar-
HOLIDAY
Newman 
Long hair cats — 1, Mary Anne 
Zaiscr: 2, Bill Williams; 3, Mar­
jorie Close.
Short hair cats—1, Linda Buck- 
holtz; 2, Norma Gourlie; 3, 
Sandra Macfarlane.
Kittens — 1, Tom and David j 
Brydon; 2, Daniel Krebs; 3, Joyce' 
Wagner. '
Chickens — 1, Bruce and David; 
Farrow (only entry'.
Other fowl and small birds 
1. Gillian McKenzie; 2, Wayne | 
and Glen Warren.
Miscellaneous — 1. Mickey Wal- 
rod: 2, Frank Pollack; 3. Donna, 
Hagcl.
Larspn; 3. Murray McDougall. 
Event 11. 50 yards girls 8 years
— 1. Pat Meikle: 2. Barbara 
’Thiede: 3. Doreen Guest.
Event 12, 50 yards boys 8 years 
—1. Albert Ziser; 2. Ricky Thomp­
son; 3, Peter Sadler.
Event 13. 75 yards girl 9 years
— 1, Carol Ramponi; 2. Marion 
Earle: 3. Della Black.
Girls 10 year — L Adcle Wed­
dell: 2. Maryann Ziser; 3, Mar­
garet Cv.idj’.
Event 14. 75 yards boys 9 years
— 1, Brian Hodgson: 2, Paul 
Buckholtz; 3. Frank Pollock.
Boys 10 years — 1. Robert Wil­
son: *2. Allan Simpson: 3, Jamie 
Martin.
Event 15 7.5 yards girls 11 years
— 1, Joyce Todd; 2, Linda Buck- 
holti;; 3. Marcia Forworn.
Bovs 11 years — 1, Gerald Her­
ron; 2, Tommy Schram:,3. Billy 
Butler.
CONTRACTOR C. W. KNOWLES VIEWING MUSEUM ALTERATIONS
To Have AAo(dern Museum 
W hen Alterations Complete<J
• - ■„ 1. . fholnntPd until recently !be a strip of land which couldjadd greatly to the amenities of
• Kelowna will have one of the loo ted  'i  J   ̂ to'well be added to the park. our city,
j^ost modern recommend^ “The result would be to give Your Faithfully.
museums in Canada when present the editor not a u L  an^ a beautiful vista of the lake W. S. Dawson.
renovations to the Willow t h e  RovMifrom ourn^iain street and would* Kelowna. March 19, 1935.
^^CoSrTtor W. Knowles, who; Bank. Mr. Dawson’s letter reads 
iB in charge of the alterations, in- as follows:
dicated the structure will be com­
pleted in time for the official 
opening on June 15. On the same 
flay the first Roman Catholic
‘When writing about the pos­
sible situation of our new post 
office, Mr. Editor, you were al­
lowing your hard Scottish business
£ i o T i n  the Oka^^ built instinct to control and narr<3w 
hv the oblate fathers before the your Ideas, whereas we should
- .. ...................... r a .  Vinvn PYnf'CtCfi YOU tO t a k e  HHturn of the century, will be re-
^cdicated. .r- n.
i The restoration of the Father 
Pandosy Mission buildings has
have expected you to take an 
exspansive highland view.
"So far as the site of the post 
office is concerned, so long as it
Urge Public Care 
For Slow Kiddies
r r ^ t  been compM^^^ by thesis on the main street and has a 
SigVts 7  Columbus on behalf, clock wWch can be seeir, and 
4^0 nWatP fathers ; keeps good time, that is all that
*^At present a fire-proof vault is required, Whether we have to 
u i l i n P  constructed in the mu- walk a block or two east or west 
Lildincs This vault will is of small account to the public, 
lontain r ^ a ^ p r i S e l s  historical,who would prefer their mail de- 
8?ticlcs 'livered — this will come in good
1 While renovating the building;time. l •
tontractor Knowles came across I Our City Eathers 
an old copy of ’The Kelowna Cour- their eyes open for ?n op{»rlunity 
dated March 19. 1935. It’s of pejrmanently improving the
VANCOUVER fCP) — Men­
tally retarded children should be 
a public responsibility, the an­
nual meeting of the B.C. Associa­
tion of Retarded Children agreed 
at the weekend
couver was elected president of 
the association succeeding H. H. 
Goossen of Chilliwack.
Other officers include second 
vice-president Robert Gore of 
Kelowna. Directors: Dr. William
Delegates from 32 B.C. centres Endicotl. Trai^ Mrs. Helen Me-
6oincidence, but 23 years^ ago 
people were talking about devel-
main street and beauty of the 
town by not allowing any building
S % ' " S r k  aT toe f ^ t  of Ber- west of the Royal Bank, -rhe CPR
» A v e ' r ?  l e r e ' t h e  W d  ol wharl__.„d buM ngs wtU p r .^
trade and museum building were
HISTORIC NAME
Lawrencet o w n  in Annapolis
Nova Scotia from 1756 to 1760.
ably not be used much longer, 
so that these might bg acquired 
together with the old barn to the 
west. If’ these eyesores were re­
moved and the board of trade and
feel the responsibility should not_ 
be left to private individuals and' 
institutions. Retarded children, 
they said, are entitled to facil­
ities and services the same as 
r.ormal Children, but adapted to 
their special needs.
The association estimated 
about 10,000 B.6. children are re­
tarded.
Mrs. W. A .Goepel of Vancou­
ver said the association hopes to 
put the resolution before the B.C. 
government w i t h i n  about a 
month.
R. E. McCallum of North Van-
Nair, Vernon; Mrs. Constance 
Hawley, Prince George; Mrg. 
Margaret Davidson, Nanaimo; 
Mrs. Seth Halton, Victoria; Mrs. 
Esme Foord, Kamloops; Mrs. 
Marjorie Wells, Penticton.
LONDON (Reuters'—Canadian 
Pacific Airlines’ new Bristol Bri­
tannia Saturday introduced the jet 
era to polar aviation, inaugurat­
ing a new service in the rap­
idly-growing international air traf­
fic over the root of the world.
The long-range propeller - jet 
Britannia flew overnight from 
Amsterdam and London to Cal­
gary, initiating a new Britannia 
service being introduced by CPA, 
one of five world airline comp­
anies now routing services be­
tween Europe and western North 
America and the Far East via 
the Arctic region.
The Britannia is the first Brit- 
I ish airliner to join the polar 
trade. It also is the first jet-pow­
ered airliner to be used, and is 
substantially faster than the con­
ventional - e n g i n e d  American 
planes employed by the other 
companies.
Canadian Pacific began its reg­
ular Amsterdam - Vancouver run 
over the Arctic in June, 1955, and 
since then has used American 
Douglas DC-6BS. ’The Britannia 
cuts the travelling time by sorne 
five hours on the 5,000 - mile 
journey, reducing the elapsed 
time to about 14 hours.
Today’s inaugural flight carried 
a party of British and European 
newspaper men and t r a v e l  
agents. The Britannia set down 
in Calgary instead of Vancouver 
so that Canadian Pacific could 
take the passengers through the 
scenic rocky mountains to Van­
couver in one of the CPR’s glass- 
domed trains.
Australia’s figures on life ex­
pectancy now are 72 years com 
pared with 41 years in 1910.
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I happen to bo a native of the 
Okanagan Valley and I’m proud 
of it. However, it embarrasses 
fne no end to have to admit that 
Kelowna is a part of that lovely 
country. In fact, it cmbarra.sscs 
me no end that 1 even know of 
lyour city!
i After the treatment both your 
! paper and the people of your 
city gave the Belleville Mac- 
Farlands in the recent A l̂an 
Cup play-offs 1 should think 
you’d hide your faces in shame. 
The remarks printed and made 
really not only were disgusting 
in every sense of the wogd but 
showed you to be the narrow­
minded and childish thinking 
people you are.
Apparently you people have a 
very warped interpretation of the 
word “sportsmanship". If you 
check any dictionary you will 
find that the definition stresses 
“fnlrness". T would suggest that 
you also check the definition of 
tluit word, for in my understand­
ing of the word, it does not in­
clude making dispnrnglng re­
marks nbovit your comizctltors.
A newspaper is supposed to 
publish news promptly and fac- 
jtunlly. I’ll say this mheh for 
your paper—I can. think of no 
better way to advertise to any­
one who rends your paper just 
how really petty and small-mind­
ed you are.
I should have liked to rend 
the comments in your |)aper 
hnd you been playing in Ib'llc- 
Ivlllc and the snmo remarks hnd 
been made nlwut you, Tlic shoe 
would have been on the other 
foot then!
1 started out cheering for Kbl- 
ownn in this series, but nftcr 
your disgusting show, I can only 
.say 'TTmce Cheers for Belle
CANADA OUTDOORS
Lumberman's Bane
ville!’ Such poor sports as your­
selves aren’t fit to be even con­
sidered in Allan Gup play-offs! 
And in fact, I don’t think you’re 
good enough to play in the OSAHL 
with your present mental outlook 
bn “ sportsmanship".
Yours truly 
D, A. BURKE 
(Mrs.) L. L. BURKE 
P.S. Should your paper have the 
intestinal factitude (and I_ have 
my doubts!) to publish this let­
ter. I am enclosing a dime, as 
I would ajpprcciate a copy of 
that paper.
(late#. Open 7:30 
Show Starts at Dusk
plus
Colored Cartoon
^Shows at 9 and 11) 
Como early! —  IMaygroumI area for (he Kiddies
ilDEON DRIVE-IN
VERNON — lligliway 97 North At City Llmils
Tim  Tam M ay 
N ot Run In 
Jersey Stakes
NEW YORK (AP) — Calumet 
Farm, which likes to watch its 
weight, probably will hold Derby- 
Pronkness winner Tim Tnm out 
of Saturday’s Jersey Stakc.s at 
Garden State and point him 
strnj^ghl for the third leg of the 
Triple Crown, the Belmont Stnkc.s 
Juno 7,
"That's a lot of weight to spot 
a nice colt like that. I don't de­
cide definitely for a day or so, but 
I would say it's doubtful if Tim 
Tnm will run again before the 
Belmont”
Tlio Jersey Stakes, at nine fur­
longs, is a $.50,000-ndded event— 
n tempting factor to Calumet. But 
it probably, is not worth the risk 
of an Injury keeping Tim Tnm 
from a chance at becoming fl'(' 
first Triple Crown cliamp since 
the same .stable’s Cjtntion swept 
the race classic ,10 years ago.
Weight and tlio risk of Injury 
arc the sole items for copsidern- 
tion, according to Jones, since 
Tim Tnm came out of the Prenk- 
nesa last Saturday in top shape.
Tim Tnm won the $133,9.50 
event by a length' and a half 
over Lincoln Road with Gone 
Fishln’ a photo winner for third.
Pitcher ̂ Changes 
Mind -- He'll Fly
DiKTROtT (AP) -  Pitcher 
George Susce, who >Joined Detroit 
Tigers Inst week from Boston and 
said, "1 won't (fly," h((ddled with 
general manager John Mcllalo 
(t»r 3(1 mlputes Monday «i»d said;
" I’ll fly npy time \t is neces­
sary to make n game." > 
McHale previously had s a i d  
.Susee’s abhorrence of air travel 
I could l)uy him a tieket to (he mi­
nor lengue.s. The Tigers make 
many of their road, irips by air.
By BILL BOYD 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
VANCOUVER (CP) — Forest 
fires, the lumberman’s banc ,̂ are 
the big game animal’s boon.
Each year in British Columbia 
thousands of acres of timber are 
levelled, l e a v i n g  the earth 
scorched black and raw.
But without these fires hunters 
would have far fewer anirhals to 
shoot, says Dr. James Hatter, 
chief game biologist for the Brit 
ish Columbia government.
Dr. Hatter, 36, who has been 
with the provincial game depart­
ment for 10 years, says the soft 
vegetation which grows abund­
antly on these burned out areas 
is the main food, for the deer 
family. This includes willow, 
birch, aspen, and a variety of 
berries.
Antlered animals cat little con 
iferous bush. ’
FRESH GROWTH 
After fires it take.s from two to 
three years on the const before 
the second-growth forests arc sat­
isfactory food. In the interior o( 
the province it may take be­
tween five and 10 years depone 
ing on the climate and the state 
of the soil.'
In 1050—one of the worst years 
with regard to total acreage eie- 
stroyed by fire — almost 900,000 
acres of limber and other uncul­
tivated land was burned, Tlie 
figure u.sually hovers between 
.300,000 and 400,000 acres, In the 
early 40s it dropped to less tlinii 
100,000 acres one year.
"B.C,'a timber is far more vnl- 
uablc than its game animals," he 
said, "but rxivcrthclcss mature 
foreshs pro biological dosprls."
Wherp huge pines and firs 
g r o w,  ho explained, blocking 
sunlight and warmth from
the forest floor, small deciduous 
plants die.
GLEARINGS'HELP
Logging, railway, and road 
building also help feed the deer, 
as any cleared spot will eventu­
ally produce the wanted second 
growth. Rail and highway right 
of-ways which stretch perhaps 20 
or 30 yards on either side of the 
road bed are “some of the best 
feeding places there are,” he 
said.
But one animal that suffers 
from the aftermath of fires is the 
caribou. Dr; Hatter said the cari­
bou feeds largely on the moss 
which grows about tree trunks in 
cool, shady forests.
It is in winter that the second 
deciduous growths are most im­
portant, Ho said.
“The animals are forced down 
from the hills and ultimately 
reach the cleared areas whore 
they hope to find young vegeta­
tion that pokes above the snow. 
Doer won't scrape very far be­
low." ,
MORE IN SOUTH
Dr. Hatter estimated there are 
upwards of 500,000 deer, in B.C. 
and more than 75,000 moose.
Before 1900, he snid,' only an 
occasional moo.se was seen in the 
southern half in B.C. But iu the 
next 40 years moose moved into 
150,000 square miles of new ter­
ritory ns it followed the virgin 
fo(Ki supply areas created by 
man.
(Continued from Page 1'
gan lake bridge'is due to be open­
ed officially. (Breakdown of ferry 
traffic has been added to the end 
of this story.) . . ,
There were some minor delays, 
particularly Monday — on both 
sides of the lake—as all three 
ferries shuttled across as quickly 
as they could.
The annual pet parade was the 
highlights of the Kelowna holiday 
observance, while in Rutland al­
most the entire weekend, from 
SJrturday evening until Monday 
night was taken up in celebrating 
the province’s 100th birthday.
Westbank and Peachland resi­
dents were out in force at Peach- 
land Monday, for the westside’s 
centennial observance that had a 
full day of events from midmorn­
ing until late evening.
WOMAN HURT 
RCMP in Kelowna reported 
•that apart from two fairly serious 
motor traffic accidents and some 
minor ones, the weekend was re­
latively quiet and orderly.
In one of the highway mishaps, 
at the Swiss Village resort late 
Sunday afternoon, a Mrs. Egan 
Roller of Atlin, B.C., had to be 
treated in hospital for shock and 
bruises. She was released shortly 
afterwards.
Some $500 damage was said to 
have been caused in the collision 
between passenger autos operated 
by Rev. Egan Roller, husband of 
the injured woman, and. a Daniel 
Wright, loca, B.C.
In another mishap that occurr­
ed around noon Monday, at Ber­
nard and Richter, four persons 
escaped with minor bruises and a 
shaking up.
Poliqe said the two autos, both 
with two occupants, were driven 
by Steven Hatt, • Vancouver, and 
Fred Armeneau, Kelowna. Dam­
age was fairly heavy.
FERRY FIGURES 
More cars but fewer passengers 
were carried by the Okanagan 
Lake ferry system operating be­
tween Kelowna and Westbank 
during the long Victoria Day 
weekend.
Total of 9,637 vehicles paid fer 
ry tolls during the four-day per­
iod, compared with .8,677 last 
year. Passengers totalled 12,526 
against 13,531 in 1957. Four more 
trips were made this year.
Figures were as follow: 1958 
(cars) 2,023 , 2,440, 2,643 , 2,531; 
(passengers) 2,158, 3,608, 3,002, 
3 758
’l957: (cars) 1,588; 2,350, 2,311, 
2,428; (passengers) 2,131, 3,951i 
3,577, 3,872,
Lambs, goats and kids — l.i 
Allan Farrow: 2, Art Buckland;
3, Carolyn Edwards.
Horses and ponies — 1, Pat­
ricia Upton: 2. Frances Buckland:;
3, Dennis Hartwick.
Special prize, Pat Carter.
5VINNERS OF RACES 
Event 1, 25 yards boys, 3 years—I 
1, Russell Pearson: 2, David; 
Simpkins; 3, David Chapman.
Event 2, 25 yards girls 3 years—( 
1, Gillian Mitchell; 2. Anita 1 
Bouma; 3, Joyce Warren.
Event 3, 25 yards boys 4 year—j  
l.Timmy Van Dyck; 2, Donnie; 
Stoltz; 3, Paul Bouma. j
Event 4, 25 yards, girls 4 years-] 
1, Patsy Edstrom; 2, Kathy Ryb-| 
archuk; 3, Judy Conn.
Eyent 5, 25 yards boys 5 years—
1, Bus Bouma; 2, Brock ’Walton;j 
3, David Iloyd. j
Event 6, 25 yards girls 5 years—! 
1, Janice LaFace; 2, Jackie] 
Todd; 3, Dianne Myer.
Event 7, 25 yards boys 6 years— 
1, Ross Edwards; 2, Jimmy Ems- 
lie; 3, Robert Edstrom.
Event 8, 25 yards girls 6 years— 
l.Pamela Weddell: 2, Marina]
Maundrell; 3, Adrian Kirk.
Event 9, 50 yards girls 7 years— 
1, Mary Leathly; 2, Joan CcClure; 
3, Brenda Boklage.
Event 10, 50 yards boys 7 years 
















ALL WEATHER PAN 
SUPER HYP AN
L O N G
SUPER DRUGS LTD.
"Photo Centre at City Centre”
Kdowtu And District
CIVIL DEFENCE
A Civil Defence Wardens Course will bo 
held in the Caiadian Legion Hall on Ellis St. 
commencing on Wednesday, May 21 at 8:00 
p.m., contihuing on subsequent Wednesdays 
and Fridays for a total of six lectures. All 
men and ,women interested in the civil de­
fence wardens services arc invited to attend.











Irrigation — Drainage — etc.







Buy Book Tickets And Havo
Now Showing — Twice Nightly —
Phonn 3111
7:00 and 9:20 p.m.
TYRONE AVA MEL. ERROL EDDIEALBERT
Coming I h f  sday ’’lyild Is Th* Wind**
T h e r m - O - M a f i c
by MOFFAT
A nother G reat 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER! 
E L E C T R IC
3 0 - in. RANGE
THERM-O-MATIC by MOFFAT
. A Fully Automatic Custom Range 
Automatic surface cooking with 2 in 1 Thermo- 
6-Gunrd burner
Automatic roasting with roast meter and buzzer 
Automatic ovcm cooking with Simplimalic clock 
control
•  10% DOWN
•  24 MONTHS 
TO PAY
Flourcsccnt Panel Lighting 
Electric minute minder 




T h e  Business t h a t  Q u a lity  a n d  Service B u ilt
594 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 3039
